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   That One,  
      Defining  
        Moment…

by Dennis Madden
members.atra.com

FROM THE CEOFROM THE CEO

Have you ever stopped to con-
sider an occurrence, that 
moment in time that made a 

dramatic difference in your life? The 
one that set you on the path your life 
has taken?

If you’re a shop owner you prob-
ably recall the event that changed your 
life as you became a business owner. If 
you’re a technician, maybe you have 
a story like mine, where something 
occurred out of the blue that led you to 
where you are today.

We all have those moments; those 
defining events that set us onto a dif-
ferent path. We generally only notice 
the impact of these moments long after 
they occur. That is, when they’re taking 
place, these opportunities may appear 
insignificant. They’re usually subtle 
and it’s almost by chance or on a whim 
that you choose that direction. It’s not 
until years later that you recognize the 
impact that choice created… how it 
changed your life.

I can still remember the day a 
friend of mine told me he quit his job 
at a transmission shop in Campbell, 
California, to go on a cross-country 
motor cycle trip. I had no intention of 
getting into the transmission business, 
but I loved working on cars. Later that 
day I went to the shop and asked for his 
job (timing is everything).

That moment changed my entire 
life. I’m not sure what I’d be doing 
today if I hadn’t chosen that path. 
I certainly wouldn’t be here, writing 
to you, and I wouldn’t have enjoyed 

all the good times I’ve had over the 
years in this industry. I love what I do 
and wouldn’t change a thing, even if I 
could.

The key is to recognize an oppor-
tunity and take advantage of it rather 
than let it pass you by, which is easy to 
do. You have such an opportunity right 
now. This year, at ATRA’s Powertrain 
Expo we’ve invited two special guests: 
Don Hutson and Jim Cathcart. Both of 
these gentlemen are New York Times 
best-selling authors and experts in man-
agement training. You can learn more 
about them by visiting their web sites: 
www.donhutson.com and www.cath-
cart.com. 

So why bring experts like this to 
our show? The transmission business 
is getting tougher all the time. What 
worked 20 years ago just doesn’t cut 
it today. Many people have even given 
up on this industry, not because they 
want to, but because they felt they had 
no choice. 

But they do have a choice… what 
they don’t have is a solution. The 
solution comes from delivering value 
and developing relationships with the 
people they serve.

As we’ve learned from the What’s 
Working study, success in this busi-
ness isn’t about fixing cars (although 
that’s important); it’s about creating 
value and building relationships. One 
way to do that is to become the pre-
ferred shop for the people of your  
community. And that requires build-
ing trust with the people you come in  

contact with, every day.
Don Hutson specializes in generat-

ing sales by delivering value. We’re 
devoting three hours to his class on 
Friday. On Saturday we’ll devote 
another three hours for Jim Cathcart. 
Jim’s program covers ways to develop 
and build relationships with your cus-
tomers and the people you come in 
contact with. The combined six hours 
of training will change the way you 
think about your customers and the way 
you do business… forever!

You have another choice: You 
can continue doing business the way 
you’ve always done it in hopes that 
things will get better, or you can engage 
your customers in ways you’ve never 
thought possible. To reach people that 
are looking for quality transmission 
repair and are happy to pay for the 
value you deliver.

So, in ten years, will you be won-
dering how you’ll cope with the ever-
changing market, or will you look back 
at 2013 as the year your life and busi-
ness chose a new path?

You can’t always recognize an 
opportunity for what it really is until 
after you take it. This time you have 
that chance: Join me at this year’s 
ATRA Powertrain Expo for the most 
powerful sessions we’ve ever present-
ed. And you can bet I’ll be right there 
in the audience with you!

1fm ceo713.indd   2 6/14/13   10:40 AM
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W hether you’ve ever met 
Gil younger you certainly 
know him. You may know 

him as the founder of TransGo, Mr. 
Shift, or even “Gramps”; a pen name he 
used on many of his non-tech letters. I 
had the pleasure of meeting Gil around 
1990; prior to that I knew of him 
through his products and writings. Like 
many of us, I learned a lot about trans-
missions by trying to figure out how 
his “kits” made transmissions work so 
well. I doubt there’s a person in this 
industry that hasn’t learned a lot about 
their trade through the teachings of Gil.

But there’s more to Gil than trans-
missions… a lot more. As I got to 
know him better we would have discus-
sions on personal matters; about fam-
ily. Much of it was spiritual in nature. 
It seemed that no matter the topic he 
always had a jewel of an idea to add, 
and I always left the conversation feel-
ing better than before he called. Many 
times, when I’d find myself down or 
troubled by something I’d get a call 

from Gil; sometimes at home or even 
on the weekends. Somehow he knew 
when I needed a little encouragement, 
and he gave that to me. 

That was one of Gil’s most pre-
cious gifts; the love and caring that he 
gave to the people he knew and came 
in contact with. Sometimes it would 
happen in very subtle ways. I remember 
about 20 years ago I had come across 
a fix for a transmission that had been 
plaguing the industry. I felt pretty good 
about having figured it out but then I 
got a call from Gil. He wanted to know 
more about this fix. Are you kidding? 
Gil wants to know something from me? 
I felt like I had finally arrived. If Gil 
is asking me for information I must be 
doing something right. I thought about 
it later and it occurred to me what an 
impact that phone call made in my life 
and that he probably already knew the 
answer.

One of the most interesting 
moments I shared with Gil was when 
I found myself on the same plane with 

him on a trip to Detroit; he was about 
two rows in front of me. When he dis-
covered I was right behind him he came 
back and switched seats with the guy 
next to me. We talked for about three 
hours.

During the last few weeks of his 
life we would talk several times a 
week. Even from his hospital bed he 
was giving me inspiration. “Dennis, 
here’s an idea I think would be terrific 
for ATRA…”  

If you’re wondering why I’m writ-
ing about my experiences it’s because 
my story is everyone’s story who knew 
him. As an industry leader Gil was a 
giant. I don’t believe there’s a single 
person in this industry that hasn’t ben-
efited through Gil’s work. As a person 
he was bigger than life. 

The last time I saw him in person 
he said, “Everything you are, I am. And 
everything I am, you are”.  He meant 
that for you too.

by Dennis Madden
members.atra.com

The Loss of a Legend: 
Gil Younger, 
 January 28, 1930 – June 7, 2013
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The shop door rolls up on 
Monday morning. A Volvo 
arrives on a flatbed wrecker. 

The phone rings: It’s the owner of the 
Volvo. Turns out the Volvo had been 
at a nearby transmission shop for six 
weeks. They finally gave up trying to 
fix it.

“Oh great,” you think, “just what 
we need: someone else’s nightmare.” 
But after a few seconds you have a sec-
ond thought: “Maybe this is my chance 
to raise the flag in victory!”

But victory only comes with perse-
verance… so we march on…

Road Test Results
During the road test the problems 

are clearly evident: The 1-2 shift is 
perfect, but when it reaches the speed 
when it should shift to 3rd there’s no 
shift; it remains in 2nd. At around 40 
MPH, when it should shift to 4th gear, 
it shifts into neutral.

If you shift it manually from D to 
manual 3rd the transmission shifts back 
to 2nd; still no 3rd gear. Shift it down 
to 2nd and it remains in 2nd gear as it 
should. Tap the shifter down to manual 
1st and it downshifts into 1st gear with 
engine braking.

So 1st and 2nd are good; no 3rd, 
followed by a shift to neutral at 40 
MPH. It has good engine braking in 1st 
and 2nd.

Initial Diagnosis
The scan tool verifies that the com-

puter is sending a command for 3rd 
and 4th. It’s also setting DTCs for shift 
solenoids A and B; no surprise there, 
since the transmission isn’t shifting into 
3rd and 4th gears when commanded.

The same problems show up when 
sending the signals manually with a 
shift box, so it isn’t a chassis electri-
cal problem. By now you’d have to be 
wondering how many times the other 

shop had the transmission in and out.
With the complaint verified and 

knowing the problem is inside the 
transmission, we need to see how this 
transaxle creates the 2-3 and 3-4 shifts 
to get a feel for what could be caus-
ing the problems. While we’re going 
through this, keep an application chart 
handy (figure 1). 

The 2-3 Shift — On the 2-3 shift, 
solenoid B turns off, allowing signal oil 
to exhaust, which allows the 2-3 shift 
valve to stroke. The 3rd clutch applies 
and drives the sun gear through the 3rd 
one-way clutch. The 1-2 roller clutch 
freewheels and the transaxle shifts into 
3rd gear. 

The 3-4 Shift — To shift from 3rd 
to 4th the computer energizes shift sole-
noid A. The 1-2/3-4 signal oil strokes 
the 3-4 shift valve, which applies the 
4th clutch. The 3rd one-way clutch 
freewheels and the transaxle shifts into 
4th gear.

A Shifting BuSineSS

A Bitter Volvo with
a Sweet-ish Ending
Replacing the separator plate corrects lost 

3rd and 4th gears in a Volvo with a 4T65E.

by Mark Puccinelli
members.atra.com

Figure 1
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What’s Working; 
What’s Not

While we consider how the valve 
body achieves the various gears, let’s 
take a look at the solenoid firing order 
and see if that provides any insight 
(figure 2).

First and second gears are working 
properly. This proves that the feed and 
exhaust side circuits of shift solenoid A 
are functioning properly.

The computer commands shift 
solenoid A back on for 4th gear. Since 
it works properly for 1st and 2nd, we 
know that solenoid A isn’t on our hit 
list. We also know the 1-2 shift valve 
and 2nd clutch are working correctly.

No 3rd Gear
There’s no gear change on the 2-3 

command, but it has engine braking in 
manual low. It also shifted to 2nd when 
downshifted from D to manual 3rd; this 
indicates the 2-3 shift valve is in the 
downshifted position. This leaves two 
possibilities: 

1. The 2-3 shift valve may be stuck.
2. Shift solenoid B may be 

mechanically faulty (stuck, 
clogged, or flooded).

We know the 3rd clutch and 3rd 
one-way clutch are holding because we 
had engine braking in manual low. If 
there were no engine braking in manual 
low we’d suspect a problem with the 
3rd clutch or 3rd one-way clutch. 

The trick now is to narrow down 
the list. In either case we’re going into 
the valve body. Let’s set the missing 
2-3 shift aside for a moment and exam-
ine the 3-4 shift problem. 

Neutral on 3-4 Command
When the computer energizes shift 

solenoid A for the 3-4 shift, the 1-2 shift 
valve needs to stay in the 2nd gear posi-
tion to keep the 2nd clutch on. The 2-3 
shift does this by supplying 2-3 signal-
off oil pressure (figure 3).

The second clutch is the input/driv-
ing clutch for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gears. If 
the 2-3 shift valve doesn’t open because 
the valve is stuck, or if shift solenoid B 
failed as though it were on (clogged or 
flooded), the transaxle will shift back 
to 1st on the 4th gear command, which 
would feel like neutral. Now we’re get-
ting somewhere. 

Okay, we know we’re headed into 
the valve body. Getting the valve body 
out on this vehicle is no picnic, so 
you’ll want to get this fixed on the 
first shot. As you get the valve body 
off, something jumps right out: It has 
a separator plate with bonded gaskets.

Starting in 2003, 4T65Es came 
from the factory with bonded gaskets. 
Rebuild kits normally furnish the gas-
kets only, not the bonded plate. To 
replace the bonded gaskets you have 
to scrape them off the separator plate, 
which is more trouble than it’s worth 
to a lot of techs. What you probably 

have is the original separator plate that 
someone tried to reuse. This may be the 
source of the problem. 

The 2-3 shift valve is good. It 
looks like the 2-3 shift solenoid was 
replaced, and it checks just fine. So the 
best choice is to put everything back 
together, using a new, bonded separa-
tor plate.

The transmission now works like 
dream. It looks like the trouble this 
shop had was simply a failed shortcut 
of reusing the bonded separator plate. 
This was a costly setback for the first 
shop.

Replacing the bonded separator 
plate may seem like a simple matter. 
But the lost time and money can make 
even simple items too costly to ignore.

Since we discovered this problem, 
a number of calls have come into the 
HotLine with the same complaint. All 
of them were fixed by installing a new, 
bonded separator plate. 

Whether it’s a Volvo, Buick, or a 
Chevrolet Impala: Make all 4T65Es 
winners for you and your customer; 
replace the bonded separator plate on 
every rebuild. 

Figure 3

Figure 2

A Bitter Volvo with a Sweet-ish Ending
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Put the Money in Your Pocket: Reprogramming a GM Vehicle

In the last issue of GEARS, we 
looked at the equipment and pre-
cautions to follow when installing 

updated software in any vehicle. In this 
edition we’re going to install the soft-
ware updates in a GM vehicle.

With the help of the folks at Drew 
Technologies, you’ll see the actual 
screens and processes to follow to load 
the software into the computer.

The easiest way for an aftermar-
ket shop to access the GM calibration 
system is to search for www.acdel-
cotds.com. The site will pop up with 
an ACDelco brand name in the upper 
right corner, and the words Technical 
Delivery System in the middle of the 
page.

On the right side of the display 
you’ll see this bullet: Service and 
Programming Information. Click on 
that for a list of the prices for subscrib-
ing to the programming system: $55 
for two days, $275 for three months, or 
$995 for a full year.

Select one of the price structures 
and pay for the subscription: That’ll 
allow you to choose a user name and 
password. You’ll use that user name 
and password to log onto www.acdel-
cotds.com:

Type your user name and pass-
word in to the appropriate boxes and 
press Enter (figure 1). The next screen 
will ask you if you agree to the terms 
and conditions for accessing the GM 
system. Click Agree to move on to the 
Main Menu.

From the Main Menu, choose the 

Put the Money 
in Your Pocket:
Reprogramming 
a GM Vehicle

by Steve Garrett
members.atra.com

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Put the Money in Your Pocket: Reprogramming a GM Vehicle

Service and Programming function 
(figure 2).

Select the subscription you paid for 
(figure 3).

This should take you to the TIS, 
SPS menu: This is the same menu 
that GM dealers access, so, from this 
point forward, everything you do will 
be almost identical to the process the 
dealer follows when reprogramming. 
Select Service Programming System-
SPS (figure 4).

Click SPS, then click Start SPS to 
open the application (figure 5).

The system may want to load soft-
ware onto your computer. The Java 
software screen will appear; go ahead 

and install it. It may try to load 
the Tech 2 J2534 driver or MDI 
driver. Since you’re using univer-
sal J2534 hardware, click the Skip 
button; you won’t need those driv-
ers (figure 6).

From the top of the menu, 
select the type of J2534 system 
you’re going to use. From the 
bottom of the menu, select the type of 
programming you’re going to do, then 
click Next (figure 7).

Now connect your equipment and 
follow the instructions listed on the 
screen. Once you have everything con-
nected, click Next (figure 8).

Use the pulldown menus to iden-
tify the vehicle you’re working on and 
the system will start to communicate 
with the vehicle (figure 9).

The VIN code for the vehicle will 
display; make sure it matches the vehi-
cle’s VIN. Once you verify the VIN, 
click Next (figure 10).

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 7Figure 6

Figure 8
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Put the Money in Your Pocket: Reprogramming a GM Vehicle

From the upper menu, select the 
computer you’d like to flash. From the 
lower menu select NORMAL. Then 
click Next (figure 11).

Select the system and the calibra-
tion you want to load from the upper 
and lower menus; then click Next. By 
clicking the History button you can 
view some of the changes included in 
the software set you’ve chosen (figure 
12).

The computer update should start 
automatically (figure 13).

Once the process is complete, 
you’ll see a message indicating that 
software loading process is complete. 

You’ll typically see a couple other 
items on the screen (figure 14), includ-
ing:
•	 A warranty code: Include this 

code on the repair order; it’s 
required on the repair order if 
you’re performing warranty work 
for the dealer.

•	 Post reprogramming instructions: 
Follow these instructions to com-
plete the process. 

•	 Clear DTCs: You can clear any 
DTCs that set during the process 
by selecting the Clear DTCs but-
ton.

•	 Proceed with same VIN: Selecting 

this button will allow you to pro-
gram other computers on the 
same vehicle.

•	 New: This feature will allow you 
to program another vehicle with-
out starting the process from the 
beginning.

As you can see, it’s time to start 
putting that money in your pocket rath-
er than someone else’s. Next time, we’ll 
look at the Chrysler reprogramming 
system. Until then, remember: Failure 
is only the opportunity to begin again 
more intelligently.

Figure 9

Figure 11

Figure 13

Figure 10

Figure 12

Figure 14
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Tales from the Bench Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 2

Dodge valve bodies, like many 
others, have certain areas 
prone to wear. The throttle 

valve, throttle valve bore and governor 
bore plugs are common failure areas 
just to name a few.

In this issue we’ll cover those and 
a couple more as we continue from our 
last issue of, Tales from the Bench.

The vehicle were working on is a 
Dodge Ram 1500 with a 46RE, the unit 
originally came in with a no movement 
condition. After the repair the unit had 
late upshifts, inconsistent downshifts 
and the shift feel was odd. Sometimes 
it was hard and sometimes it was soft. 
This could have been the problem 
before repair, but there was no way of 
knowing. 

I thought we should have another 
look at the valve body because this is 
a common failure area that sometimes 
gets over looked.

The first location I am testing here 
is the governor bore plugs (Figure 1). 
You can test the 1-2 and 2-3 governor 
bore plugs at the same time:
•	 Pour some automatic transmis-

sion fluid into the passages (red 
rectangle).

•	 Cover the valve body passage 
with a flat plate with a hole to let 
you blow a small amount of air 
into the passage.

TALES FROM THE BENCH

Chrysler RE Series 
Valve Body Evaluation; 
Part 2

by Jarad Warren
members.atra.com

Figure 1
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Any leaks in this area confirm 
some of our conditions (figure 2). We 
also looked for bore wear (Figure 3). 
We replaced the plugs and rechecked 
the area for leaks. After the repair, we 
performed the same wet air test again 
(figure 4); the difference was clear.

Another area to check is the cover 
plates. Chrysler uses metal plates to 
hold the valves into position and seal 
the circuit passages (figure 5). 

Leaks at the plates are easily fixed 
by flat sanding. You also can straighten 
the plates with a sharp file or cutting 
stone. File or sand in a cross pattern 
to make sure the plate is nice and flat. 
While you’re at it, it’s a good idea to 
flat-sand the valve body casting too. 
Inspect other areas like the switch 
valve (Figure 6). When testing location 
A, cover both ports, because you’ll 
be testing two valve lands (Figure 7). 
Like we stated in previous articles, 
you should start your own test log 
and come up with your own pass/fail 
results. The results from these tests are 
not established but you’ll know what’s 
good or bad after testing several valve 
bodies.

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 3

Leaks at the plates are 
easily fixed by flat sanding. 
You also can straighten the 

plates with a sharp file or 
cutting stone.
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Tales from the Bench Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 2

A low reading at location “A” can 
affect your TCC apply and line pres-
sure boost.

Low readings or wear at location 
B may result in converter release oil 
problems, reduced lube oil, and over-
heating (Figure 8).

The four-land switch valve is sus-
ceptible to failure too (figure 9): As the 
lockup solenoid closes and strokes the 
lockup shift valve it sends oil to the 
switch valve (red arrows) and pushes 
the switch valve to the left. When this 
happens, the oil from the release side 
of the converter drains to the sump (left 
yellow circle).

The problem is, that apply oil 
is partially blocked by the valve 
(right yellow circle). There are solu-
tions available from your suppliers to 
improve TCC apply and reduce lockup 
shudder. 

Figure 6

Figure 5

Figure 7

start your 
own test log 

and come 
up with your 

own pass/fail 
results
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Any similarity between TransTec® kits and 
original equipment is purely by design.

T: 419.499.2502     F: 419.499.2804     TransTec.com

The automotive industry has been installing our parts on original equipment for years. Doesn’t 
it make sense to rebuild with the same parts installed by the OEMs? Plus with the resources of 
Freudenberg-NOK Sealing Technologies, you get a lot more than original equipment parts in a bag. 

•	 Our	123	production	facilities	and	25,000+	employees	manufacture	
thousands of parts used by every major automotive company.

•	 Product	support	for	TransTec	kits	comes	with	a	160-year	history 
of serving satisfied customers.

•	 Advanced	product	engineering	with	over	190	sealing	technology	
 patents puts new technology at your fingertips.

•	 We’ve	been	an	O.E.	supplier	as	long	as	there	have	been	cars.
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Tales from the Bench Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 2

Most of the time, when there’s a 
problem with the lockup boost valve, 
the valve and spring retainer are bro-
ken. If the retainer breaks, make sure 
the valve and valve bore are in good 
shape. Figure 10 shows the test port 
for the lockup boost valve; figure 11 
shows the vacuum tests being per-
formed. 

Figure 8

Figure 9

When you’re 
changing the valve 

body plate on 
Chrysler rear wheel 
drive transmissions, 

make sure you 
compare the plates:
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WITHOUT PRECISION, SHE CAN’T MAKE THE CUT.  NEITHER CAN YOU.

Our new K10900 (MPS6, DCT450)
Overhaul, Banner and Master Kits

are the answers you need fast.

The K10900
Rebuilding Kit

The world’s best transmission solutions 
delivered on time and guaranteed to work. 
Plus, state-of-the-part technical assistance 

and support @ our interactive website.

14 Todd Court Extension, Yaphank, NY 11980 (631) 567-2000 • Fax (631) 567-2640 Toll Free: 800-872-6649
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Additional new kits available from Precision International:
1. K62900TX-MD    (JR710E(RE7R01A))
2. K77900DDX A6MF1/2/3 
3. K10900A SPS6, DCT470, W6DGA
4. K79900M TF-80SC EUROPEAN 2ND GENERATION
5. K98900K HONDA/ACURA 6 SPEED MT4A, M7PA, ARP6, AWD, (TOURING EDITION) PV2A
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Tales from the Bench Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 2

When the lockup boost 
valve wears (figure 12), it 
can cause a TCC slip or 
higher line pressure. This 
wear usually occurs at the 
far inner bore or far outer 
bore. This wear is very hard 
to see, but a vacuum, bore 
or scope test makes it easy 
to find. Some are worn so 
badly; you can feel them 
wiggle in the bore. Keep in 
mind, the pressure change 
during lockup is minimal 
(only about 6 psi) but since 
it’s there let’s make sure it’s 
working correctly.

One other area to 
look at is the detent ball. 
Sometimes we builders 
don’t hear about this com-
plaint until the technician 
out front says, “Something’s 
wrong with the shifter, it’s 
too hard to shift out of park.” 

This test is easy, disconnect the 
cable and confirm the problem is in 
the transmission. Pull the valve body 
and check the detent ball bore for wear 
(figure 13). To repair this, replace the 
detent ball; check with your suppliers 
for availability. This should be checked 
during every overhaul.

Lastly, the valve body separator 
plate wears in the check ball areas. 
When you’re changing the valve body 
plate on Chrysler rear wheel drive 
transmissions, make sure you compare 
the plates: They come in a lot of differ-
ent versions. 

If you put a 47RE separator plate 
on a 48RE, something usually breaks, 
not good! So how do you tell whether 
you’re using the wrong separator plate? 
The small hole next to the screen hole 
is only in a 48RE (figure 14).

Figure 10

Figure 11
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Tales from the Bench Chrysler RE Series Valve Body Evaluation; Part 2

The Chrysler RE series has proven 
to be a dependable transmission. Like 
many other transmissions they have 
some areas you can easily over look. 
Take the time to check for wear in the 
areas we covered. Keeping a pass/fail 
log; you’ll be surprised just how much 
you learn.

And that wraps up this adventure 
of Tales from the Bench! 

Figure 14

Figure 12

Figure 13
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Chrysler solenoid repair kits:
S-70 Repair Kit A604 Solenoid Pack 1989-98
S-304 Repair Kit A604 Solenoid 2000-Up
S-305 Repair Kit A606 Solenoid 1993-Up
D92933 4419478 92933 Wire Harness Repair Kit A604 (Input and Output Sensors) 1989-Up
4854 Solenoid Repair Kit 45RFE 5-45RFE, 68RFE  2004-Up
DK22954B   4617463   Solenoid Kit A518 A618 {Includes Overdrive & Lockup | Governer Pressure Sensor} 1996-99
    
Filter screens
42740C  8680389   72713  Filter Misc. Screen Filter 4T80E Solenoid 1993-03
42266B 24219045  77717  Filter Misc. Filter 4L60E Force Motor (Late)
42266A 8683769   77714  Filter Misc. Filter 4L60E Shift Solenoid (Small Rectangular) (Snaps on Valve Body Plate)
49565096 4431789   72712C  Filter Misc. Screen Filter A604 Solenoid 1989-Up
49965069 4431786   92786  Filter Misc. Screen Filter A604 Solenoid 1989-99 1989-Up
49965063 4539787      Filter Misc. Screen Filter A606 Solenoid Screen Plate
46065096 F2VY-7H187-A    Filter Misc. Screen Filter AODE 4R70W/E 4R75W/E Solenoid Feed (In Valve Body) 1992-Up
46341C E6DZ-7G308-A 96711  Filter Misc. Screen AXOD/AXODE By-Pass Solenoid 1986-Up
45065074        Filter Misc. Screen Filter 4R44E 5R44E EPC Limit Filter 1995-Up
45065062 E8TZ-7N113-B 56712  Filter Misc. Screen Filter A4LD TCC Solenoid
46465060 E9TZ-7G308-B 36712E  Filter Misc. Screen Filter E4OD/4R100 Solenoids (Fits On Separator Plate)
46865101 3C3Z-7H200-AA 36111  Filter Misc. Screen Filter 5R110W Solenoid Thimble Plate 2003-Up
45065063        Filter Misc. Screen Filter 5R55N Solenoid Plate 1999-02
45065064        Filter Misc. Screen Filter 5R55S 5R55W Solenoid Plate 2002-Up

Seal Aftermarket Products LLC
2315 S.W. 32 Ave., Pembroke Park, FL 33023

Phone 954-364-2400 • Toll Free 800-582-2760 • Fax 954-364-2401
www.sealaftermarketproducts.com

More profits for shops is why Toledo TranskitTM rebuild kits 
include solenoid filter screens and/or solenoid orings where 

required.  Toledo TranskitTM brand kits contain the components that are needed to complete the 
rebuild which prevents the technician from having to stop and order missing parts.  Saving time 
and money means more profits for shops.

AODE 4R70WE 4R75WE

4R44E 4R55E
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Raybestos’ plant in Sullivan, Indiana, is a 130,000 sq. ft. 
facility. They make and assemble frictions, steels, solenoids, 
bands and filters. 

by Al Avila, Raybestos Sales V.P. 

“For more than a century, 
Raybestos has been 
manufacturing world class 
automotive components. This is 
pretty impressive in itself, but 
what has been the true test of 
time is its commitment to the 
fundamentals that separate 
Raybestos from its competitors.” 
That’s how Manley Tate, Vice 
President of Engineering and 
Product Management at 
Raybestos, sees it. He goes on to 
say, “Raybestos manufactures all 
its products in America using 
cutting edge technology that has 
one purpose - to meet or exceed 
our customer’s expectations. Top 
this off with second-to-none 
customer service and you end up 
with a proven formula that can 
withstand more than 100 years of 
American history.” 

                                           
Innovation                         

 Since its founding in 1902, 
Raybestos has led the way with 
innovations that offer 
performance and value. From its 
early years in brake and dry 

clutch linings, Raybestos friction 
technology has been a key part 
of its history. This tradition 
continued with the introduction of 
“wet” friction technology for 
automatic transmissions in 1938. 
Today, this legacy in friction 
technology continues with 21st 
century releases of the SW “spun 
wound” all-carbon material, used 
by torque converter rebuilders for 
various continuous slip 

applications; as well as the field 
proven, incredibly durable Z Pak 
that redesigned the OE model to 
provide unbeatable durability 
under the most brutal conditions. 
More recently, the release of the 
Honda GPX friction and the 
Raybestos GPZ “extended 
durability” performance friction 
lines has demonstrated the value 
of American innovation in 
meeting its customer’s needs. 

Dynamometer and lab 
testing is key to producing 
world class products. 

Even the famous Blue Plate 
Special, that set a performance 
bar so high it has yet to be 
matched, was enhanced with the 
release of the Blue Plate Special 
Gen2--that is adaptable for all 
types of professional racing. 
These advancements were the 
result of new product 
development methods and 
technologies, like Finite Element 
Simulation and Computational 
Fluid  Dynamics.   

Research & Development 

Along with new product 
development technologies and 
methods is the commitment and 
investment to expand resources 
of the Raybestos Technical 
Center, which contains various 
types of highly advanced 
dynamo-meters, lab and 
analytical equipment. “We even 

have small batch paper and 
clutch manufacturing capabilities 
to meet a variety of challenges,” 
says Angie Petroski, Director of 
Research and Development. “It’s 
here that we’ve worked on the 
formulations and processes to 
create product for the latest 
applications, such as DCT and 
“starter” clutches. Whether it’s a 
new process like segmenting, or 
a new material like the next 
generation of carbon materials, 
this is where it starts.” For 
decades, the Raybestos 
Technical Center has played a 
key role in providing the testing 
and technology to produce the 

next generation of world class 
product for OE and aftermarket. 

 

Raybestos People 

“Like all companies, you can only 
be as good as your people,” Tate 
continues. “Raybestos is a global 
company and it maintains sales 
offices in Europe and China, but 
all for the purpose of one thing; to 
find new opportunities, new 
customers for the products 
Raybestos makes here in the 
USA.” For over 40 years, 
Raybestos has operated 
manufacturing facilities in 
Indiana, which is home to all its 
research and manufacturing for 
automotive and heavy duty 
products. 

“American heartland pride and 
dedication to quality and service 
can’t be duplicated by Raybestos 
competitors and it shows with 
each part,” says Tate. “Beginning 
with the manufacturing of our 
own friction paper and using 
Raybestos proprietary 
formulation, to our unique 
saturation process to final 
product; each step is monitored 
and documented to maintain 
quality and our ISO/TS 
16949:2009 and ISO 9001:2008 
certifications. Even the 
maintenance of production, lab 
and test equipment are closely 
monitored and documented!” He 
explains that, as with all 
manufacturing, quality control is 
vital and an experienced quality 
control team is found in each 
location.  

Our employees are 
dedicated and 
hardworking; it is because 
of them that we can 
achieve our goals and 
provide outstanding 
products and services. 

A house built
on American Rock!

A house built
on American Rock!
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Raybestos’ plant in Sullivan, Indiana, is a 130,000 sq. ft. 
facility. They make and assemble frictions, steels, solenoids, 
bands and filters. 

by Al Avila, Raybestos Sales V.P. 

“For more than a century, 
Raybestos has been 
manufacturing world class 
automotive components. This is 
pretty impressive in itself, but 
what has been the true test of 
time is its commitment to the 
fundamentals that separate 
Raybestos from its competitors.” 
That’s how Manley Tate, Vice 
President of Engineering and 
Product Management at 
Raybestos, sees it. He goes on to 
say, “Raybestos manufactures all 
its products in America using 
cutting edge technology that has 
one purpose - to meet or exceed 
our customer’s expectations. Top 
this off with second-to-none 
customer service and you end up 
with a proven formula that can 
withstand more than 100 years of 
American history.” 

                                           
Innovation                         

 Since its founding in 1902, 
Raybestos has led the way with 
innovations that offer 
performance and value. From its 
early years in brake and dry 

clutch linings, Raybestos friction 
technology has been a key part 
of its history. This tradition 
continued with the introduction of 
“wet” friction technology for 
automatic transmissions in 1938. 
Today, this legacy in friction 
technology continues with 21st 
century releases of the SW “spun 
wound” all-carbon material, used 
by torque converter rebuilders for 
various continuous slip 

applications; as well as the field 
proven, incredibly durable Z Pak 
that redesigned the OE model to 
provide unbeatable durability 
under the most brutal conditions. 
More recently, the release of the 
Honda GPX friction and the 
Raybestos GPZ “extended 
durability” performance friction 
lines has demonstrated the value 
of American innovation in 
meeting its customer’s needs. 

Dynamometer and lab 
testing is key to producing 
world class products. 

Even the famous Blue Plate 
Special, that set a performance 
bar so high it has yet to be 
matched, was enhanced with the 
release of the Blue Plate Special 
Gen2--that is adaptable for all 
types of professional racing. 
These advancements were the 
result of new product 
development methods and 
technologies, like Finite Element 
Simulation and Computational 
Fluid  Dynamics.   

Research & Development 

Along with new product 
development technologies and 
methods is the commitment and 
investment to expand resources 
of the Raybestos Technical 
Center, which contains various 
types of highly advanced 
dynamo-meters, lab and 
analytical equipment. “We even 

have small batch paper and 
clutch manufacturing capabilities 
to meet a variety of challenges,” 
says Angie Petroski, Director of 
Research and Development. “It’s 
here that we’ve worked on the 
formulations and processes to 
create product for the latest 
applications, such as DCT and 
“starter” clutches. Whether it’s a 
new process like segmenting, or 
a new material like the next 
generation of carbon materials, 
this is where it starts.” For 
decades, the Raybestos 
Technical Center has played a 
key role in providing the testing 
and technology to produce the 

next generation of world class 
product for OE and aftermarket. 

 

Raybestos People 

“Like all companies, you can only 
be as good as your people,” Tate 
continues. “Raybestos is a global 
company and it maintains sales 
offices in Europe and China, but 
all for the purpose of one thing; to 
find new opportunities, new 
customers for the products 
Raybestos makes here in the 
USA.” For over 40 years, 
Raybestos has operated 
manufacturing facilities in 
Indiana, which is home to all its 
research and manufacturing for 
automotive and heavy duty 
products. 

“American heartland pride and 
dedication to quality and service 
can’t be duplicated by Raybestos 
competitors and it shows with 
each part,” says Tate. “Beginning 
with the manufacturing of our 
own friction paper and using 
Raybestos proprietary 
formulation, to our unique 
saturation process to final 
product; each step is monitored 
and documented to maintain 
quality and our ISO/TS 
16949:2009 and ISO 9001:2008 
certifications. Even the 
maintenance of production, lab 
and test equipment are closely 
monitored and documented!” He 
explains that, as with all 
manufacturing, quality control is 
vital and an experienced quality 
control team is found in each 
location.  

Our employees are 
dedicated and 
hardworking; it is because 
of them that we can 
achieve our goals and 
provide outstanding 
products and services. 

A house built
on American Rock!
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In addition to manufacturing, 
Raybestos adds a new dimension 
– packaging. Introduced in the 
‘90s, Tate says, “Raybestos 
packages product both in bulk 
and in modules. Modules not only 
help our customer – the 
distributor - hold down costs, but 
Raybestos modules improve the 
accuracy of clutch count so when 
the kit gets to the shop, the 
rebuilder has a full set of clutches 
for each position.” Raybestos is 
proud to have close relationships 
with its customer and the shops 
that install Raybestos products, 
so new developments in “bill of 
materials” can be reviewed and 
discussed as needed. Chris 
Horbach, Chief Application 
Engineer and Technical Support 
Supervisor says, “The 800 tech 
line is an important link between 
Raybestos and the technicians 
and shop owners installing our 
product. We encourage feed-
back. It makes us a better partner 
to the industry” 

 

Raybestos Service 

It’s a simple word, but it has so 
many aspects. From the moment 
a customer contacts Raybestos, 
the theme is SERVICE!! “We live 
and compete in a global 
economy”, says Tate. “It’s 
sometimes the service we 
provide that wins the day. Yes, 
you need to make the right 
premium quality parts at a 
competitive price, but if you can’t 
be there when the customer 
needs you, you will probably lose 
the business. I think in many 
ways, shop owners can really 
relate to this aspect of business. 

Often it’s not the price or the 
warranty that most interests the 
car owner when he experiences 
transmission problems. Often it’s 
the simple question, ’How long 
will it take?’ that determines if he 
does business with you” 

Customer Service Representative 
Kathy Gelzleichter has been with 
Raybestos for over 39 years, but 
has only been in the aftermarket 
group for a year. “I love it!” she 
says with a big smile. “It can be 
pretty hectic sometimes, but I 
absolutely love the people I 
speak with. They may be 
Raybestos customers, but it 
seems like it’s easy to make 
friends in the aftermarket.” True, 
but world class service requires 

even more.   

Raybestos’ inventory is well 
managed, but still geared to ship 
with short lead times and great 
accuracy. Systems are in place to 
help materials and 
shipping/receiving managers do 
what’s needed to deliver product 
to the customer on time. “It can 
be a two edge sword,” says Tim 
Pearson, Raybestos General 
Manager. “Despite our best 
efforts to prepare, all it takes is a 
pin or die breaking and suddenly 
you could be behind on a 
shipment. Our customers are 
pretty understanding, but for us, 
we want to exceed our 
customer’s expectations, which 
places a high expectation on the 

Kathy Gelzleichter is the friendly voice you will hear when 
you place your order or have any customer service need. 

entire company. We don’t like 
missing a ship date!”  

Raybestos service continues, 
even after the parts have reached 
the shop. Raybestos offers 
technical support for all its 
products. Whether by phone or e-
mail, questions about Raybestos 
products will be answered by an 
applications engineer that not 
only knows the product, but also 
understands the operating 
principles and challenges of 
rebuilding automatic 
transmissions. “We’re lucky to 
have guys in our engineering 
group that have been in the 
transmission industry a long time. 
Their hands-on experience is 
invaluable. Whether it be 
cataloging, product research, 
sharing product knowledge or just 
offering some tech advice based 
on their experience, they support 
our people internally as well as 

our customers and our 
customer’s customer” says Tate. 

 

Proud to Fly Ol’ Glory 

Raybestos is not only an 
aftermarket supplier.  We remain 
one of the premier global 
manufacturing companies that 
supply Tier 1 (OE) and Tier 2 
companies in both the automotive 
and heavy duty markets. 
Customers include GM, Ford, 
and Chrysler; as well as 
Komatsu, Caterpillar, John 
Deere, American Axle and 
others. Raybestos - We Sell 
American Made Around the 
World! 

As part of the Gearbox group of 
companies, Raybestos sister 
companies include Steel Parts 
and MPI, which specialize in 
fineblanking — the required 

technology for all modern 8 
speed transmissions.  It’s a 
technology that allows for even 
tighter tolerances in steel plate 
production. “It takes time to fully 
enjoy the synergies of sister 
companies in the same industry,” 
says Manley Tate. “We are in a 
very dynamic period where 
having multiple companies all 
located in the Midwest can 
provide some exciting 
opportunities. Despite the tough 
years the automotive industry 
experienced, we’ve all worked 
through it and Raybestos is well 
positioned to meet the challenges 
of the next 100 years. We pride 
ourselves on our product, but 
even more than that, we are 
proud of our American heritage 
and history in manufacturing.” As 
the folks around here like to say, 
“We’re Raybestos! We’re made in 
America! We’re a house built on 
American Rock!”  

Amy Lutes, Raybestos Marketing Coordinator, presenting 
award at WIT 4th Annual Robert Thompson Memorial Golf 
Scramble. 

A house built
on American Rock!

A house built
on American Rock!
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In addition to manufacturing, 
Raybestos adds a new dimension 
– packaging. Introduced in the 
‘90s, Tate says, “Raybestos 
packages product both in bulk 
and in modules. Modules not only 
help our customer – the 
distributor - hold down costs, but 
Raybestos modules improve the 
accuracy of clutch count so when 
the kit gets to the shop, the 
rebuilder has a full set of clutches 
for each position.” Raybestos is 
proud to have close relationships 
with its customer and the shops 
that install Raybestos products, 
so new developments in “bill of 
materials” can be reviewed and 
discussed as needed. Chris 
Horbach, Chief Application 
Engineer and Technical Support 
Supervisor says, “The 800 tech 
line is an important link between 
Raybestos and the technicians 
and shop owners installing our 
product. We encourage feed-
back. It makes us a better partner 
to the industry” 

 

Raybestos Service 

It’s a simple word, but it has so 
many aspects. From the moment 
a customer contacts Raybestos, 
the theme is SERVICE!! “We live 
and compete in a global 
economy”, says Tate. “It’s 
sometimes the service we 
provide that wins the day. Yes, 
you need to make the right 
premium quality parts at a 
competitive price, but if you can’t 
be there when the customer 
needs you, you will probably lose 
the business. I think in many 
ways, shop owners can really 
relate to this aspect of business. 

Often it’s not the price or the 
warranty that most interests the 
car owner when he experiences 
transmission problems. Often it’s 
the simple question, ’How long 
will it take?’ that determines if he 
does business with you” 

Customer Service Representative 
Kathy Gelzleichter has been with 
Raybestos for over 39 years, but 
has only been in the aftermarket 
group for a year. “I love it!” she 
says with a big smile. “It can be 
pretty hectic sometimes, but I 
absolutely love the people I 
speak with. They may be 
Raybestos customers, but it 
seems like it’s easy to make 
friends in the aftermarket.” True, 
but world class service requires 

even more.   

Raybestos’ inventory is well 
managed, but still geared to ship 
with short lead times and great 
accuracy. Systems are in place to 
help materials and 
shipping/receiving managers do 
what’s needed to deliver product 
to the customer on time. “It can 
be a two edge sword,” says Tim 
Pearson, Raybestos General 
Manager. “Despite our best 
efforts to prepare, all it takes is a 
pin or die breaking and suddenly 
you could be behind on a 
shipment. Our customers are 
pretty understanding, but for us, 
we want to exceed our 
customer’s expectations, which 
places a high expectation on the 

Kathy Gelzleichter is the friendly voice you will hear when 
you place your order or have any customer service need. 

entire company. We don’t like 
missing a ship date!”  

Raybestos service continues, 
even after the parts have reached 
the shop. Raybestos offers 
technical support for all its 
products. Whether by phone or e-
mail, questions about Raybestos 
products will be answered by an 
applications engineer that not 
only knows the product, but also 
understands the operating 
principles and challenges of 
rebuilding automatic 
transmissions. “We’re lucky to 
have guys in our engineering 
group that have been in the 
transmission industry a long time. 
Their hands-on experience is 
invaluable. Whether it be 
cataloging, product research, 
sharing product knowledge or just 
offering some tech advice based 
on their experience, they support 
our people internally as well as 

our customers and our 
customer’s customer” says Tate. 
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Raybestos’ plant in Sullivan, Indiana, is a 130,000 sq. ft. 
facility. They make and assemble frictions, steels, solenoids, 
bands and filters. 

by Al Avila, Raybestos Sales V.P. 

“For more than a century, 
Raybestos has been 
manufacturing world class 
automotive components. This is 
pretty impressive in itself, but 
what has been the true test of 
time is its commitment to the 
fundamentals that separate 
Raybestos from its competitors.” 
That’s how Manley Tate, Vice 
President of Engineering and 
Product Management at 
Raybestos, sees it. He goes on to 
say, “Raybestos manufactures all 
its products in America using 
cutting edge technology that has 
one purpose - to meet or exceed 
our customer’s expectations. Top 
this off with second-to-none 
customer service and you end up 
with a proven formula that can 
withstand more than 100 years of 
American history.” 

                                           
Innovation                         

 Since its founding in 1902, 
Raybestos has led the way with 
innovations that offer 
performance and value. From its 
early years in brake and dry 

clutch linings, Raybestos friction 
technology has been a key part 
of its history. This tradition 
continued with the introduction of 
“wet” friction technology for 
automatic transmissions in 1938. 
Today, this legacy in friction 
technology continues with 21st 
century releases of the SW “spun 
wound” all-carbon material, used 
by torque converter rebuilders for 
various continuous slip 

applications; as well as the field 
proven, incredibly durable Z Pak 
that redesigned the OE model to 
provide unbeatable durability 
under the most brutal conditions. 
More recently, the release of the 
Honda GPX friction and the 
Raybestos GPZ “extended 
durability” performance friction 
lines has demonstrated the value 
of American innovation in 
meeting its customer’s needs. 
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John Butz has been a respected 
icon in the transmission after-
market industry for a long 

time; he was president of Allomatic 
and then moved on to the Raybestos 
management team when they acquired 
Allomatic in 1990. Over the years he’s 
held positions of COO and president 
of various Raybestos affiliates. John 
retired from Raybestos after a long and 
illustrious career this past December. 

When asked about his tenure with 
Allomatic and Raybestos, John had this 
to say: “The transmission business has 
been good to me. It’s been a fun place 
to work and I made a lot of friends from 
the many associates, customers, and 
suppliers I dealt with over the years. 
They are a great bunch of hard working 
people.”

When asked about his view of the 
industry, he said, “We’ve seen dramatic 
changes in the industry over the years 
and that’s not going to stop anytime 
soon. In the future manufacturers will 
need to continue adding value with new 
products and technology to keep pace 
with change and worldwide competi-
tion.”

When asked about his reason for 
retiring from Raybestos, John replied 
simply, “It was just the exact right time 
to move on and try something differ-
ent. I’ve always had a dream to really 
expand my scope on the world market 
using ideas and expertise gained in the 
automotive aftermarket. One tool at my 
fingertips is the people I know from 

the industry that can provide me with 
a wide variety of skills and knowledge 
only a few can reach out to.”

In January 2013, John formed 
Destiny Partners Consulting, a consult-
ing company that specializes in sales 
and marketing evaluation and strategy 
for a wide variety of businesses. “We 
do anything from management evalu-
ation to developing long term strategic 
plans and business development,” he 
says.

John spent a large part of his career 
in manufacturing, but he prefers focus-
ing on sales because “it has greater 
potential to improve the bottom line.” 
As he says on the company’s web site, 
www.destinypc.com:

“The business world changes con-
stantly. For companies to remain com-
petitive, they need to be more nimble 
than ever. But identifying and creating 
organizational change is never easy. 
That’s where our team of experts comes 
in.”

John is currently working on a six-
month project for Daniel Gaston, CEO 
of Point Blank body armor. “I worked 
with Daniel when he was CEO of 

Raybestos Powertrain. We share many 
of the same values and business strate-
gies,” say John. “There is tremendous 
excitement about working on a growing 
business with so much potential.”

John is expecting to complete 
his project with Point Blank later this 
month. From there, he’s ready to tackle 
the next business challenge for Destiny 
Partners Consulting.

On the other hand, “… maybe I’ll 
take a few months off,” says John. “I’m 
planning on taking a vacation about 
the same time as ATRA’s Powertrain 
EXPO, September 19-22, 2013 in 
Washington, D.C., so I’m going to 
try to pop in there. I want to keep in 
touch with many of my friends in the 
industry.” 

As for his changing roles in the 
business community, he has fond mem-
ories about his years with the clutch and 
band manufacturing industry: “It’s been 
a great run, but you can’t beat being 
your own boss and having the freedom 
to use your ideas in new ways.”

Please join the entire ATRA and 
GEARS Magazine staff in wishing 
John the best in his future endeavors, 
and for success with Destiny Partners 
Consulting. Thirty years is indeed a 
great run. Thank you from the entire 
industry. 

For more information about John 
or his new project contact him by 
e-mail at jbutz@destinypc.com or call 
765-866-0152.

John Butz 
Retires? 
Not Just Yet! 

John Butz President of 
Raybestos Powertrain 

Aftermarket  retired from 
the company in December 

John spent a large part of 
his career in manufactur-
ing, but he prefers focus-
ing on sales because “it 
has greater potential to 

improve the bottom line.” 
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In the January 2013 issue of 
GEARS we covered the U660E 
valve body, then in April we 

looked at the rear half of the transaxle.
In this issue we’re going to exam-

ine the front half of the transaxle. It’s 
almost as easy as the rear half, but 
Toyota has a couple tricks up its sleeve.

As we go through this unit, your 
first reaction might be to notice how 
different it is from other six speeds 
you’ve worked on; particularly other 
Lepelletier-based transmissions. By the 

time we get through the front half, 
you’ll see how simple this unit is and 
how similar it is to other transmissions 
you’ve worked on.    

Disassembly
Remove all 20 bolts that hold the 

case halves together (figure 1). Notice 
the three gold bolts at the bottom of the 
bellhousing; the other bolts are silver. 
The gold bolts have a lower torque 
specification than the silver, and they 
require a thread-locking compound.

I’m not sure exactly why Toyota 
did this, but the area of the case where 
these bolts go doesn’t appear as sturdy 
and might be damaged by the higher 
torque. You’ll see this on the end cover, 
too, which we’ll get to later.

For convenience, we’ll label the 
higher-torque bolts A and the lower-
torque bolts B. We’ll refer to this in the 
torque specification chart later on.

Okay, back to the disassembly: Use 
a brass bar and hammer to tap on the 
outside edge of the transaxle housing to 

Figure 1

STREET SMART

by Mike Brown
members.atra.com

Toyota’s U660E: 
Going Beyond the Valve 
Body, Part 2 (The Front Half)
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remove the housing from the case.
Remove the seven bolts from the 

oil pump assembly (figure 2); then 
remove the pump from the transaxle 
housing and set it aside.

At this point you can remove 
the differential from the case. Don’t 
remove the counter driven gear yet; 
you’ll need to lock the transaxle in park 
to remove the counter drive nut from 
the planetary. 

Toyota has a Special Service Tool 
(SST) to remove counter drive gear 
nut. SSTs can be ordered through the 
Toyota/Scion SST program by call-
ing SPX/OTC at 1-800-933-8335; the 
part number for this is 09387-00130. 
This socket is also available from the 
aftermarket so check with your tool 
supplier.

Now you’ll want to unstake the 
planetary nut. Toyota also has an SST 
(09930-00010) for this, or you can use 
a suitable punch.

Using the counter drive gear nut 
socket (SST), remove the counter drive 
gear nut from the planetary gear assem-
bly (figure 3). Toss the nut; you won’t 
want to reuse it. The Toyota part num-
ber for the nut is 90179-60001 and it 
costs around $12.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 2

Toyota’s U660E: Going Beyond the Valve Body, Part 2 (The Front Half)
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Move the manual valve lever to 
neutral and remove the counter driven 
gear. Use a bushing driver that fits 
inside the planetary to drive the plan-
etary out of the bearing. Then flip the 
case. Find a bushing driver that fits 
inside the bearing and drive the counter 
drive gear from the bearing race (fig-
ures 4 and 5).

That should give you access to the 

Figure 5 Figure 6

Toyota’s U660E: Going Beyond the Valve Body, Part 2 (The Front Half)

If you consider other 6-speeds that use  
the Lepelletier gearset, they have either  

a stationary or rotating sun gear  
behind the pump; this sun gear rotates 

with the input shaft
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number three brake piston and return 
spring (figure 6). That’s probably the 
hardest part about getting this transaxle 
apart.

Moving on to the pump assembly: 
Remove the snap ring and number 3 
brake clutch assembly (figure 7). Now 
lift the front underdrive planetary gear 
assembly out of the pump (figure 8).

Unique Gearing
This is where this transmis-

sion gets interesting. If you con-
sider other 6-speeds that use the 
Lepelletier gearset, they have 
either a stationary or rotating sun 
gear behind the pump; this sun 
gear rotates with the input shaft.  
 
 

Figure 7 Figure 8

Generally, you’ll find 
another set of clutches 
that control the larger 

sun gear of the rear 
planet, so that both the 

large and small sun gears 
are in front of the planet.
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side and seven from the stator side. Note the marks 
on the pump gears face up in the pump body (figure 
10).  

Figure 11a provides Torque Specifications and 
Clutch Clearances. Figure 11b shows the two gold 
bolt locations; remember their reduced torque and 
use locking compound on the threads. 

This transaxle is amazingly easy to work on with 
very few special tools needed. Sure, it may seem a lot 
different than what you’re use to, but once you see 
how it’s laid out, it’s a snap.   

And that’s not just smart… that’s street smart!

The underdrive planet is connected to a sun gear for the rear planet. 
The underdrive planet can either operate in an underdrive mode or 
one to one.  

This is where the similarities stray: Generally, you’ll find 
another set of clutches that control the larger sun gear of the rear 
planet, so that both the large and small sun gears are in front of the 
planet. Toyota decided to push the large sun gear and clutches to the 
back, behind the planet.

As we discussed back in part 1, the C1 and C2 clutches came 
out first after removing the end cover. These are the same clutches 
you’ll find on every other Lepelletier gearset, other than their posi-
tion. 

This is a big deal: By putting the C1 and C2 clutches in back, 
it places the planet that drives the output right in the center of the 
transaxle and directly next to the idler gear (figure 9). This elimi-
nates the need for a transfer gear, saving quite a bit of weight. It 
makes for an odd arrangement at first, but once you understand 
what they did, you’ll see it’s just another 6-speed.   

Finishing Up
Back to the teardown: With the planetary removed, you can 

remove the two snap rings, and the number 1 brake clutch assembly 
and return springs. Carefully blow a little shop air into the apply 
passage to remove the number 1 brake piston.

Pump disassembly is pretty straightforward. You’ll need to 
remove 16 TORX bolts: nine from the pump cover 

Figure 10

Figure 11B

Figure 11A

Toyota’s U660E: Going Beyond the Valve Body, Part 2 (The Front Half)

Figure 9
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Sometimes you may have an 
uneasy feeling when dealing 
with something you just aren’t 

familiar with. This is just as true when 
faced with an unfamiliar transmission: 
It’s the fear of the learning curve for 
dealing with the unknown.

Whenever something new came 
into our shop, I’d try to think of some-
thing to inspire me to get past that feel-
ing. When I think of inspiration I think 
of my 22-year-old daughter, Kymberly. 
Whether she’s jumping off the side of a 
7000-foot mountain in Germany (figure 
1) or into the waters of Miami to swim 
with dolphins on her 21st birthday (fig-
ure 2), she always has the same excited 
attitude for something new and un-
known. And the smile on her face isn’t 
to cover up the fear; it’s just how she 
experiences life.

So the first thing I do to get past 
that uneasy feeling of dealing with a 
new transmission is to jump in with 
both feet and look for as much mate-
rial I can find to understand what makes 

it tick. Search for any 
technical service bul-
letins, articles, or ma-
terials that apply to the 
vehicle equipped with 
that transmission. Un-
derstanding the theory 
of operation before ac-

Figure 3

by Mike Souza
members.atra.com

Jumping In with 
Both Feet!

The Word on The STreeT

Figure 1

Figure 2
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tually working on the unit will help you 
immensely.

Luckily, these days there are mul-
tiple manufacturers using the same 
transmissions. This is a huge advan-
tage; once you know the workings of 
the unit, it often doesn’t matter what 
vehicle it’s in. 

Whether I’m taking a tech call 
or doing a seminar in an area that just 
doesn’t see that many high end imports, 
I always explain that the big three are 
no longer General Motors, Chrysler, 
and Ford: Now they’re Domestic, Euro-
pean, and Asian. 

For example, when discussing a 
ZF6HP19 at a seminar in an area that 
doesn’t see many Land Rover, BMW, 
or Jaguar vehicles, some techs start to 
leave the room. Then I mention that 
this transmission also appears in a Ford 

pickup: Ford calls 
it a 6R60 (figure 
3). There’s also a 
ZF8HP45 eight-
speed transmis-
sion in some 
2012-and-later 
Chryslers, called 
an 845RFE (fig-
ure 4). Learning 
about these units usually gets them to 
sit back down and start taking notes.

We had a tech call just the other day 
from a shop that removed a ZF6HP26 
from a Jaguar. They already had it torn 
down and laid out on the bench, but 
they couldn’t find anything wrong with 
it. Talk about an uneasy feeling.

According to the technician, during 
the road test, the transmission would 
shift erratically into neutral or down-

shift to a lower gear. My first question 
was, “Were there any codes or notice-
able driveability issues?” Turns out 
there were misfire codes, and he could 
feel an intermittent misfire during the 
road test. 

We covered this extensively in 
the September 2012 issue of GEARS. 
Here’s a condition that drives, feels, 
and acts like a transmission problem, 
but it’s really the engine. This particu-

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 1
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lar vehicle has the coil-on-plug (COP) ignition 
system. A misfire on this vehicle will cause that 
exact erratic shifting complaint.

It’s called EMI (Electromagnetic Interfer-
ence): It’s like throwing small, erratic electrical 
signals to the computer. In return the computer 
creates random commands; in most cases, you 
won’t have a code.

In this case they were lucky to have a misfire 
code. I warned them that if they decided to tune 
the engine, they’ll have to use OE sparkplugs. 
If they use less-expensive, aftermarket plugs, or 
sparkplugs with the wrong firing voltage, they 
could end up with the same condition caused by 
EMI.

This is a good example of what can happen if 
you don’t do your research beforehand. If they’d 
have done some simple searches, they might have 
found the root cause before wasting time trying to 
diagnose a phantom condition. 

But that’s not the norm; while I was visit-
ing a shop the other day, a technician wanted to 
show me something he found while replacing 
the separator plate on a 6R60 transmission. The 
vehicle was a 2007 Ford Expedition with a 5.4L 
V8 engine. The gasket material embedded on the 
separator plate always becomes damaged during 
disassembly, so you need to replace the plate on 
every rebuild.

Toll Free (800) 428-8489 • (805) 604-2000

www.atrabookstore.com

Available in Multiple Formats
Printed, Book on CD, PDF Download, Audio Programs

New Products

New 
Pricing

TECHNICAL BOOKS
General Motors •Ford • Imports • Chrysler

Jumping In with Both Feet!

Figure 6
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When the new separator plate arrived he 
did the smart thing: He compared it to the one 
being replaced and, sure enough, noticed four 
damper (accumulator) feed orifices were elimi-
nated on the new plate (figures 5 and 6). 

The ID number on the old plate was 6L2P-
7Z490-FB; the new separator plate was 6L2P-
7Z490-FD. The new plate was included in an 
overhaul kit. This is a common issue: parts are 
updated all the time — they change orifice lo-
cations, close and open holes, move slots here 
and there — it’s usually in preparation for a new 
valve body casting coming down the line.

In this case, the four damper feed orifices 
that were eliminated are located over the A, B, 
C, and TCC clutch dampers (figure 7). The only 
two remaining damper feed orifices are for the 
two pressure control solenoid dampers. 

These damper feed orifices are used to cush-
ion the solenoid signal oil pulses. These changes 
occurred when the factory went from Bosch to 
Saturn solenoids. 6R60, 6R75, and 6R80 — re-
ferred to as TCM-driven units — were initially 
released with Bosch solenoids and six damp-
ers for the 6R60 and 6R75 transmissions until 
2008½, or J1 units. 

In 2008½, Ford discovered that only 
two dampers were required, so they elim-
inated four dampers and feed holes.  Figure 7

Think “Inside” The Box!
 Trust the quality of LuK. 
Trust the Yellow Box.

When you install a LuK RepSet®, you get 
the same flawless performance as the 
original equipment parts.

Designed and engineered to work together. 
The LuK RepSet® delivers performance, 
durability and a satisfied customer.
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They removed the D1 regulator spring 
bore and added a bleed circuit to the D 
clutch. These vehicles require MER-
CON SP oil. 

In 2009 they eliminated the casting 
feed to the accumulator and switched 
to MERCON LV on 6R80 models. The 
function for this design in 2008½ mod-
el year vehicles hasn’t been verified or 
tested.

In 2011, the Saturn solenoids and 
solenoid strategy entered the picture 
for the non-TCM controlled, one-way 
clutch transmissions. These solenoids 
required additional dampening, so they 
had to bring them back in the 6.2L units 
for 2010½ with Saturn solenoids, non-
TCM, without a one-way clutch. The 
bonded plate was simply a lower cost 
option over the silkscreen style.

The tech didn’t want to chance us-
ing the new plate with the damper feed 

holes eliminated, so he jumped in feet 
first: He placed the original plate over 
the new one and drilled the holes to 
match the original plate.

I later found another updated plate 
changed to a bonded gasket that has 
the damper feed holes. As you can see 
in the photo, this plate is similar to the 
GM type found in a 4T65E (figure 8). 
This plate has the same six damper feed 
holes as the first design. There’s no 
manufacturer information to date as to 
why the damper feed holes were elimi-
nated for about a year, then put back in 
the latest plate. 

Parts information:
6L2P-7Z490-FB: 2006 to 11/15/09 

(6 damper feed holes)
6L2P-7Z490-FD: 11/16/09 to 

11/3/10 (2 damper feed holes)
CL3P-7Z490-AA: 11/4/10 TO 

7/30/12 bonded gasket (6 damper feed 

holes)
If you get one of these plates in 

a rebuild kit and it doesn’t match the 
one that came out of the vehicle, drill 
the holes to match the original. These 
plates are calibrated to the year, make, 
and model of the vehicle.

Most technicians really aren’t 
afraid of jumping in feet first: that’s 
how we’re wired, right? Meanwhile, 
Kymberly received her bachelor’s 
degree in crime scene investigation in 
February; I can’t wait to see what she’ll 
jump into next!

Jumping In with Both Feet!

Figure 8
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M y wife, Paula said, “Our 
25th wedding anniversary 
is approaching and I want 

to give you time to prepare.” I said, 
“That’s five years away; why tell me 
now?” She said, “Because that’s our 
Diamond anniversary.” I corrected her, 
“No, the 25th is Silver; it’s the 75th 
that’s Diamond.” Then she corrected 
me, “No, our 25th is a Diamond anni-
versary!” 

“Oh,” I replied, “I get it. What kind 
of diamond do you want?” 

She smiled and described her wish-
es. 

Since I had five years to save up, 
I was able to get her exactly what she 
wanted. She also asked me, “What do 
you want for our 25th?” I told her that 
what I really wanted was to have her 
on the back seat of a motorcycle as we 
toured the Alps for 16 days. She agreed 
and we had two very happy experi-
ences.

In fact, since she still has the ring, 
we repeated the motorcycle tour again 
for our 30th (obviously our Motorcycle 
anniversary!) 

It was smart of Paula to give me 
so much advance notice. What she 
wanted was very special and certainly 
expensive. A short-term request would 
have generated a “no” reply. She was 
also smart enough to ask what I wanted. 
Both of us got our wishes and we’re 
still smiling today from the joy of it all. 

Now let’s bring this to your shop. 
How do you get a customer to accept 

a multi-thousand dollar quote for their 
transmission work? You don’t have five 
years to prepare them; they need to take 
action now. And you certainly aren’t 
going to buy them something of equal 
value once they commit. Well, here’s 
an idea: 

Lead with their Need if you want 
to Succeed.

When you’re asking for a big 
commitment, it can’t be all about the 
money or the deadline. It must be about 
doing something very good for them… 
something that’s worth paying a lot to 
acquire. 

What do they need? The simple 
answer is “a working transmission.” 
But the more complete answer is “wor-
ry-free transportation.” They came to 
you because they have a transporta-
tion problem. That’s where you should 
focus if you want the sale. 

Become their partner in prob-
lem-solving, not just some expensive 
transmission guy. Show them that you 
understand their situation. Let them see 
how you’ve weighed other alternatives 
before suggesting this solution. Don’t 
just say that you have; show them. 
Provide evidence that assures them 
that cheaper ways to fix things won’t 
provide an outcome they can rely on. 
Above all, listen to them and show 
them that you’re listening. 

As a child once wisely said, 
“Listening is wanting to hear.” If they 
can’t see that you’re truly trying to 
understand their problems and their 

financial challenges, then they won’t 
trust that you’re acting in their best 
interest. So show them you care. And 
help them consider the options as to 
how to solve things. 

For example: “Maria, I know it’s 
a shock when an unexpected expense 
like transmission repair comes up. It’s 
almost never an expense you’d planned 
for and your first reaction is usually to 
say, ‘surely there’s a cheaper, quick fix 
for this!’ Unfortunately, today that’s 
not the case. But let me show you 
specifically why this is the right solu-
tion for you. (Then walk her through 
the diagnosis and prescription, plus the 
guarantee that it’ll work.) 

Once customers are comfortable 
that they’re in better hands with you 
than if they go to a brother-in-law or a 
dealer, they’ll be more likely to accept 
your proposal. But they need to see 
and hear some of the details in order to 
rely on you. Don’t focus on the car, or 
on the transmission, or on the money. 
Instead, focus on what they need: a 
quick and complete solution that won’t 
come back later to cost even more. 

The next time someone gives you 
that breathless look of shock and the 
deer-in-headlights reaction at a large 
quote, just repeat this mantra in your 
mind: 

Lead with their Need if you want 
to Succeed.

Lead with 
Their Need 
If You Want 
to Succeed

by Jim Cathcart
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How do you define success in 
the transmission repair busi-
ness? Is it the size of your 

shop? The number of employees? The 
money you earn?

For David Stafford, owner of 
Autek Transmissions in Harlan, Iowa, 
it’s something else entirely: “I have 
been greatly blessed, I make a good 
living. I have a warm bed in the winter, 
I have a good car, and if I need a new 
pair of shoes I can buy them. But I’m 
never going to be rich; I’m never going 
to own a home in the Bahamas. And 
I’m okay with that.”

David’s business philosophy? “Do 
what’s right, because it’s the right thing 

to do. We don’t sell anything that 
doesn’t need to be done.”

About Autek
The name Autek comes from an 

abbreviation of Automatic Transmission 
Technology. “I tried to keep it simple,” 
says David. “Something that’d roll off 
your tongue when you answered the 
phone. Autek just felt right.”

How did he get into the business? 
“My dad was a transmission rebuilder. 
And when my brother grew up, he went 
into auto repair. I didn’t really want to 
do that, so I moved to California and 
became a journeyman ironworker.

“But over the years, I always 

worked on cars. I began fixing trans-
missions back while I was still in 
school, and I never really got com-
pletely away from it.

“In 1988, I came back to the auto 
repair business; I opened a shop with 
another guy. I didn’t want to be bogged 
down with the business end, so I insist-
ed that he handle that part of it and I 
ran the shop. That turned out to be a 
mistake; he was stealing from the cus-
tomers and from the business. So we 
parted ways; that was in 1995.

“I took my tools out on Friday 
and moved them into an old farrowing 
house; a 20’ x 40’ building built for 
sows to give birth. It was out in the 

Autek 
Transmissions; 
Harlan, Iowa

SHOP PROFILE

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

AuTek Transmissions, Harlan, Iowa

Dave handmade these trophies for his car show
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country, five miles from anything, at 
the end of gravel road. But Saturday 
morning my first customer was backing 
up to the door to drop off my first job. 
I’ve stayed busy ever since.

“I worked in that old farrowing 
house for five years. In 1999 I built my 
current building where I’ve been oper-
ating ever since.

“Today it’s three of us: Patty han-
dles the counter and the office, I do 
the diagnosis and rebuilds, and Jason 
Perlberg does all the R&Rs.”

Mostly Transmissions
While most shops today have 

begun to diversify and add general 
repair to their menu, Autek is predomi-
nately a transmission shop.

“We’ll do just about anything the 
customer needs to get back on the 
road,” says David. “But I don’t adver-
tise the other work. I prefer to remain a 
transmission shop.”

Of course, if the customer comes in 
with a problem that he thinks is in the 
transmission, but turns out to be some-
thing else, David will help him out with 
it. He doesn’t want to inconvenience 
the customer by making him take his 
car somewhere else to get it fixed.

“And some of our customers just 
insist on bringing everything to us. 
They trust us to treat them fairly and 
do an honest, quality job. And I can’t 
send them away, so I take care of them 
if I can.”

About 95% of their transmissions 
are custom rebuilds. “Occasionally 
we’ll use a reman, but generally I like 
to do my own rebuilding. 

“There’s a time and a place for 
remans: We’re just a few miles from the 
interstate, and if someone breaks down 
and I’m too backed up to handle it, then 
maybe I’ll call for a reman, if they have 
one ready.

“When I rebuild a transmission, I 
have a personal goal to rebuild it so it 
never fails while they own the vehicle. 
I don’t offer a lifetime warranty, but I 
still want that transmission to last.

“We’re in a small town: Everyone 
knows me and my business depends on 
my reputation. So if something I rebuilt 
has a problem, I’ll usually take care of 
it, even if it's out of warranty.”

Embracing Change
While many shops and technicians 

fear change, David embraces it: “When 
I came back into the business back in 
1988, we were still seeing some of the 

old units — the 350s, 400s, that sort 
of thing. We saw some 700s and 125s, 
and computers were just beginning to 
take control.

Dave pulling codes

Jason working hard in the shop

Meet the Autek staff: Dave Stafford, Patty Stafford, Jason Perlberg
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“So many other technicians tried 
to avoid those things. Nobody around 
here wanted to touch an import. I’d 
have people calling and asking whether 
we’d work on imports; I’d say, ‘sure; 
bring it over.’

“The 700s? Back then, nobody 
could make them work right, not even 
the factory. But I could see they weren’t 
going away, so I figured I better learn 
how to make them work.

“A lot of guys saw the changes tak-
ing place and they just refused to work 
on them. Lockup converters… front 
wheel drive… ‘Oh no,’ they’d say, ‘I 
don’t work on those.’ They wore it like 
a badge.

“Me, I loved it. Today, I don’t 
even want to see a 350. I must’ve 
rebuilt about a million of them. I’ve had 
enough of them. I want the challenge of 
something new.”

No Prices over the Phone
One thing David won’t do is give 

prices over the phone. Sometimes that’s 
been known to bite him, but he prefers 
dealing with customers who’ll let him 
handle the diagnosis.

“I prefer dealing with women, 
because they’ll come in, explain their 
problem, and let me handle the diag-
nosis for them. The guys, they already 
know what’s wrong. Most of the time 
they think all it needs is the bands 
adjusted!

“So then I have to ask whether 
they want me to do the work they’re 
asking for, or if they want me to find 

the problem and fix the car. They're not 
always thrilled with that, but I can usu-
ally convince them to let me track down 
the actual problem."

“Sometimes a woman calls and 
insists on a price for a transmission. 
That’s often because her husband 
‘determined’ that the problem was the 
transmission, and he told her to call 
every shop within a hundred miles and 
get prices.

“So I ask, ‘Wouldn’t it make more 
sense for me to check the car and let 
you know what it really needs?'"

“We’re in a town with a population 
of about 5000 people. And there are 
10 other shops in town that advertise 
transmission repair. They don’t actually 
do transmission work — they install 
remans. So for them, the only real 
choice is to replace the trans, even if 
the problem could have been fixed with 
a lower-cost repair.

“I don’t operate that way. They 
come here and tell me they need a 
transmission and I say, ‘Please tell me 
what your experiencing so we can find 
the real problem.' That’s how I like to 
run my shop.”

Marketing the Shop
Autek has a web site hosted by 

ATRA; www.AutekTransmissions.
com. It’s still a work in progress; 
David’s wife, Patty, works on it when 
she has time.

David also does radio spots; they 
air on a local station, and on another 
station that serves a town nearby. And 

he gets a lot of customers coming in 
who want to “talk to the guy on the 
radio.”

“I don’t spend a lot on the radio 
ads, but they get my name out there 
and customers hear it on a regular basis. 
They run every day during the morning 
and evening rush hour, so customers 
hear about us while they’re driving, 
which is when they’re likely to be 
thinking about us.”

He’s still listed in the local Yellow 
Pages, but he isn’t running a big ad 
there. His biggest draw comes from 
word of mouth. And he gets very good 
recommendations from customers 
whose cars he’s fixed.

Community Involvement 
in Small Town USA

Autek is located in a small, 
Midwestern community; something’s 
always going on. And David and Patty 
try to be a part of that: “We don’t have 
many regular things that we’re part of; 
we just pitch in wherever we can.

“In one of the local communities, 
there was an old schoolhouse that was 
closing down. They were just going to 
close it and let it rot. So a few folks in 
town started an organization called the 
Grandparent Gift Foundation to save 
the school.

“We helped raise the money to 
get a roof on it and get it fixed up so it 
could be sold and used as an apartment 
complex. And that’s just what we did.”

One thing David does is to take 
part in a Living Last Supper perfor-

Autek Transmissions; Harlan, Iowa

Working in the shop

59 Chevy, All original paint04 Chevy Truck55 Desoto, All orignal paint
Some  cool cars and trucks; Dave rebuilt them all!
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mance at his church. “It’s a drama; it’s a 
play; it’s usually about a two-hour deal. 
We dress up and make up to look like 
the 12 disciples in da Vinci’s painting. 
We come in, sit down and pose, and it 
looks just like the fresco.

“Each of us has a small speaking 
part. A spotlight comes to each of us, 
one at a time, and we have a part we 
speak as that disciple and what was 
weighing on his heart at that moment. 
It’s very dramatic.

“We raise money for an orphan-
age in South America; we provide their 
total funding for the year.

“And we coach at a soccer camp 
for kids in the summer. Most of my 
involvement is through the church.”

One thing David doesn’t do is to 
promote his business with his commu-
nity work. “I do what I need to do to 
help out. The rest just comes naturally.”

Promoting the  
Golden Rule Warranty

During delivery, one thing Patty 
makes sure to do is explain the benefits 
of the ATRA Golden Rule Warranty. “I 
send them to the ATRA web site, and I 
show them the benefits of the warranty, 
and of dealing with an ATRA Member 
shop.

“And customers seem to appreciate 
the extra security of receiving a war-
ranty from an association like ATRA. 
They like knowing they’ll be covered 
wherever they go. And I’m happy to be 
able to provide them with that level of 
security.”

What’s Working Fan
David has been following the 

What’s Working program since it began. 
And he’ll go out of his way to attend a 
What’s Working seminar whenever he 
hears about one coming around.

“Last year they were planning a 
What’s Working seminar in Phoenix. 
My kids live there, so I flew out to 
Phoenix to visit them and attend the 
seminar; sort of two birds with one 
stone. Because it’s that important.”

And he learns a lot from them: 
“The world isn’t standing still. Things 
change and we have to change with 
them if we’re going to remain in busi-
ness.

“I try to follow all the recommen-
dations they make at the seminars. And 

even if I only learn one thing, that’s 
enough to make it worthwhile.”

And David makes it a point to 
attend Expo each year; he’s been to 
every Expo since 1995, when he opened 
his business. He predominantly focuses 
on the management seminars.

This year is going to be a 
special one: He and Patty will 
be staying in Washington, DC 
for a few extra days to cel-
ebrate their 25th anniversary. 
Interesting timing: ATRA’s 
Rodger Bland and his wife, 
Diane, are also celebrating 
their 25th, and they’re planning 
to do the same thing!

So how do you define 
success? Is it about money? 

Notoriety? The size of your shop? Or 
is it more about getting what you want? 
If that’s how you define success, Autek 
may well be one of the most success-
ful shops ever to grace the pages of 
GEARS.

Life is Good! Dave and Patty enjoying a ride in Dave's '88 911.

Each year, Dave takes part in a Living Last Supper performance at his church. 
The proceeds from the event funds an orphanage in South America.

Another one 
of Dave's Toys.
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Several years ago I saw a shop 
with this motto on their sign: 
“Our reputation is our war-

ranty.” It seemed like a rather vague 
platitude, and I didn’t give it much 
thought other than to wonder briefly 
what it actually meant. However, I 
recently had an arbitration case that 
reminded me of the motto. It had to do 
with a dispute over the warranty after a 
warranty repair. 

The Details  
1. The shop rebuilt the transmission 

and installed a remanufactured 
torque converter for a customer in 
a two-wheel drive pickup.

2. At the time of the rebuild, the 
shop offered the customer a 
choice between a 12 month / 
12,000 mile warranty and a 3 
year / 36,000 ATRA Golden Rule 
Warranty. The customer chose the 
12 month / 12,000 mile ATRA 
Golden Rule Warranty, stating 
that he “…didn’t plan to keep the 
truck much longer.”

3. The customer brought the truck 
back to the shop about 10 months 
and just under 12,000 miles later 
complaining of a whining noise.

4. The diagnosis confirmed that the 
torque converter was the culprit.

5. The shop advised the customer 
that they would take care of the 
problem under warranty at no 
charge.

6. In addition to replacing the torque 
converter, due to metal contami-
nation, the shop also did a com-
plete teardown inspection and 
thorough cleaning.

7. Finding no internal damage, the 
shop performed an internal and 
external reseal (paper and rubber) 
on the transmission.

8. When the customer 
came to pick up 
his truck, the shop 
explained what 
they found and the 
work they did. He 
asked if he would 
get a new warranty.

9. The shop explained 
that the original 
warranty had near-
ly run its course in 
both time and mile-
age. They added 
that the actual fail-
ure was with the 
torque converter 
they purchased from a third-party 
supplier, and they had no control 
over its subsequent failure. They 
took extra steps and precautions, 
at their own expense, to make 
sure the transmission was in prop-
er working order. 

10. As a goodwill gesture, they 
offered to cover the parts and 
labor for 90 days or 3000 miles, 
whichever occurred first.

11. The customer asked why they 
didn’t feel he was entitled to a 
new warranty. He expressed con-
cern that the transmission might 
have been compromised by the 
premature failure of the torque 
converter or that the shop might 
have cut corners just to get past 
the short warranty period they 
were offering.

12. The shop reminded the customer 
that he had originally declined a 
longer warranty and had indicated 
that he wasn’t going to keep the 
truck.

13. This only escalated the dispute to 
require arbitration.

In short, the customer wanted a 

new 12 month / 12,000 mile warranty 
and the shop was only willing to offer a 
3 month / 3000 mile warranty.

Four Questions
Here are four questions for you to 

consider before I reveal the results of 
this case. Don’t pass judgment on which 
warranty should have been offered in 
the first place… we’re judging solely 
on the facts as they were presented.

1. Was the shop legally required to 
offer a new warranty?

2. Do you feel the shop did anything 
wrong?

3. Could the shop have done some-
thing “more right”?

4. What would you have done?

My Thoughts
This is one of those cases where the 

law doesn’t necessarily align with what 
is “right, just, and fair.” In any event, 
the shop missed an opportunity to keep 
a customer happy. And as you’ve heard 
me say many times, “Keeping custom-
ers happy keeps customers.”

I do believe the shop could have 
learned from the motto of the shop at 

Up YoUr BUsiness

by Thom Tschetter

Warranties on 
Warranty Repairs
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the beginning of this article, “Our repu-
tation is our warranty.”

The Ruling
Based on the above criteria, I ruled 

in favor of the shop. The shop upheld 
its legal obligation under the terms 
and conditions of the written warranty. 
Additionally, they agreed to extend the 
warranty beyond the scope of the origi-
nal. They complied, legally.

CAUTION: In some states, repair 
shops are required to provide mini-
mal warranties on all work performed, 
including work performed under war-
ranty or even work performed as a cour-
tesy on expired warranties. I recom-
mend that you check your local statutes 
in this regard.

What We Learned
I chose this particular case because 

I felt it was a great example of why 
shops should have standardized pro-
cedures for virtually every aspect of 
their businesses. Handling warranties 
(especially on “major” warranty work) 
is no exception.

Whether customers asks or not, 
they are likely to have concerns going 
forward regarding the warranty. Things 
like: Do I get a new warranty? Does the 
time and mileage start over, or do I just 
get whatever’s left on the original war-
ranty? Is this the only warranty repair I 
get to use? What happens if I have more 
problems after this? And I’m sure there 
are other questions, as well.

In my shops, we never left things 
to chance. As part of our post-warranty 
repair delivery procedures, we would 
explain, with a positive spin, exactly 
what the remaining warranty would be. 
This opened the door for the customer 
to engage in a conversation with us if 
they didn’t think we were being fair, 
and we were then able to address any 
concerns before they became disputes.

When I say with a positive spin, 
here’s an example:

“Mr/s. customer, we’ve completed 
the necessary repairs to restore your 
transmission to proper working order. 
(We’d create a new repair order with 
the complete service/repair description 
with pricing, and show a credit for the 
entire amount with a zero balance due.) 
As the credit on the repair order shows, 
the entire repair has been completed 
under warranty, at no cost to you.

As a special courtesy, we’ve 
extended your original warranty for 
an additional 6 months or 6000 miles, 
whichever occurs first. (The time and 
mileage extension depended on the 
actual circumstances and the term and 
mileage of the original warranty. As 
a rule, we’d add 50% of the original 
warranty to whatever was left.) In your 
case, there are still ______ months and 
______ miles left on your original war-
ranty, so your warranty extension will 
take you until (insert date) and (insert 
mileage). 

Now, just like the first time, we 
would like you to return for a compli-

mentary recheck in two weeks so we can 
make sure there are no leaks and that 
everything is still performing correctly. 
You can just drop by at your conve-
nience or we can set an appointment. 
Which would you prefer?” 

We found that this explanation sel-
dom met with any objections. Whenever 
it did, we would simply reason with the 
customer to achieve a satisfactory reso-
lution, even if it meant a full new war-
ranty. We’d rather extend the warranty 
and keep a customer.

While there’s no way to know for 
sure, the shop in the above case might 
have avoided the dispute if they’d used 
a similar procedure.

Thom Tschetter has served our 
industry for more than three decades as 
a management and sales educator. He 
owned a chain of award-winning trans-
mission centers in Washington State for 
over 25 years. In 1996 his business was 
honored as the number 1 small business 
in the state and ranked in the top 10, 
nationally.

He also has served the Better 
Business Bureau as a certified arbitra-
tor for nearly 20 years and is using that 
combined experience for topics in this 
feature column.

Thom is always eager to help mem-
bers of our industry and continues to be 
active in his retirement. You can contact 
him by phone at (480) 773-3131 or 
e-mail to coachthom@gmail.com
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It’s been a long time coming, but 
finally something important… 
something of value… will get 

done within the borders of the District 
of Columbia. Because this year’s 
ATRA Powertrain Expo will be held 
in our nation’s capital, September 19th 
through the 22nd.

And this year the management 
seminars have a fresh look… a new 
feel… and a stronger, more powerful 
message than ever before. We’ve mixed 
some new faces with a few popular 
presenters of yesteryear to create a pro-
gram that’s sure to take your shop to the 
top… and keep it there!

One of the first speakers at this 
year’s Expo will be perennial favorite 
Maylan Newton. Maylan’s the CEO of 
ESi — Educational Seminars Institute.

As a preferred instructor for orga-
nizations like ASCCA, ASA, ATRA, 
BIMRS Group, and CARS expos, 
Maylan understands the issues facing 
the automotive industry, and he always 
brings a fresh approach to overcoming 
business obstacles. This year, Maylan 

will be focusing on Confident Selling.
His point is simple: If you’re going 

to sell successfully, you need to have 
confidence… in your product… in your 
service… in your pricing… and in your 
ability to sell. If you lose confidence in 
any part of the chain, it’ll reflect in your 
sales message. It’s the truly confident 
salesperson who makes the sales, time 
after time.

Danny Sanchez is another familiar 
face at Expo. His company, Autoshop 
Solutions, builds state-of-the-art web 
sites and handles internet marketing for 
some of the most successful shops in 
the industry. 

Danny’s talking about the value 
in creating an identifiable brand for 
your shop. He’s going to demonstrate 
the many components that define a 
brand, and show you how to create a 
brand identity for your shop. And he’ll 
explain how that brand identity can 
translate into big bucks for you.

Dave Riccio, owner and operator 
of Tri-City Transmissions in Tempe, 
Arizona, may well be the recognized 

king of clearly defined processes and 
procedures. His success in the trans-
mission repair business is the stuff of 
legends. For more, check out his profile 
in the January/February, 2011 issue of 
GEARS.

Dave will be discussing the steps 
you can take to provide your customers 
with that something extra that makes 
them glad they chose to bring their 
cars to your shop. He’ll show you how 
to turn perceived value into real value 
that’ll have your customers referring 
your shop to all their friends.

A new face on the Expo manage-
ment stage is Don Hutson, CEO of U.S. 
Learning. Don is a member of the pres-
tigious Speakers Roundtable. He was 
elected by his peers to the presidency of 
the National Speakers Association, and 
received its coveted Cavett Award as 
member of the year. He’s been inducted 
into NSA’s Speakers Hall of Fame and 
is a New York Times bestselling author.

During Don’s seminar, you’ll learn 
how “high performers are able to get 
consistently positive results. The key 

ATRA   DC
POWERTRAIN 2013SEPTEMBER 19-22

Hosted by

Take Your Shop to the Top!...
at Expo!

Danny Sanchez

Jim Cathcart

Maylan Newton

Bill Haas

Dave Riccio

Jordan Olivas

Don Hutson

Larry Winget
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is to sell value instead of cutting the 
price.” And he’ll teach you the seven 
types of differentiation — the key issues 
that separate you from your competi-
tion.

Don will also be tackling how to 
analyze need: The concept of “Need-
Do” has been a defining principle of 
the What’s Working program since its 
inception. But it begs the question: 
How can you tell what the customer 
really needs? Don will help you answer 
that: He’s going to provide you with 
some targeted questions that can help 
you “read” your customers, to learn 
what they need and allow you to target 
the issues that concern them.

By learning to read your customers, 
you can adjust your sales techniques to 
make sure that what you’re offering to 
do is really what that customer needs.

Another new speaker at this year’s 
Expo is Jim Cathcart of the Cathcart 
Institute. Jim’s listed in the professional 
Speaker Hall of Fame, is a recipient of 
the prestigious Golden Gavel Award, 
has been the president of the National 
Speakers Association, and received the 
Cavett Award for a lifetime of service. 
He’s also a New York Times bestselling 
author.

In 2007 he was listed as one 
of the Top 100 Minds on Personal 
Development by Leadership Excellence 
magazine. The San Diego chapter of the 
National Speakers Association renamed 
their member of the year award the “Jim 
Cathcart Service Award.” For more, 
check out Jim’s profile in the October/
November 2012 issue of GEARS, or his 
subsequent article series.

Jim’s going to be examining rela-
tionship selling as an asset. As he 
explains it: “The whole point of rela-
tionship selling is building profitable 
business relationships. If it isn’t profit-
able, you can’t sustain it.

“Someone trying to sell you some-

thing isn’t your business friend yet. A 
business friend is someone who’s your 
partner in problem solving.

“It’s about your intentionality — if 
it’s your intention to become a business 
resource, and become known as not 
only a good business person but also a 
good person, you’ll attract more busi-
ness and more referrals.”

Next up is another newcomer to 
the Expo management lineup: Bill 
Haas, owner of Haas Performance 
Consulting. Bill’s going to be speaking 
about marketing to Generation X and 
Y. Turns out, marketing isn’t the same 
game as it was back when you were 
selling to the Baby Boomers and their 
parents.

Gen X and Y don’t read newspa-
pers and they don’t open the phone 
book. They Skype, they Tweet, they 
text, and they Google. And they do 
things that have some of us old-timers 
scratching our heads.

You can’t ignore them: They’ve 
become a huge segment of the con-
sumer market, and they’re still growing. 
You need to be able to reach out to them 
and speak to them in their language. 
Bill will be showing you ways to do 
that.

He’ll be followed by Jordan 
Olivas, marketing and operations man-
ager for Budget Transmission Masters 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. If you 
were at last year’s Expo, Jordan’s the 
young fellow from the audience who 
was so outspoken about the value of 
social media.

Jordan’s a millennial; generally 
those folks who were born between the 
early ’80s and the turn of the century. 
They were born with a smartphone in 
one hand, and they have ways of find-
ing a needle in a haystack at a moment’s 
notice. And they’ll be able to identify 
who made the needle… and where you 
can buy one for less.

That level of savvy demands an 
equally savvy approach to marketing 
and communicating when dealing with 
them. Because whatever you tell them, 
you can bet they’ll verify every word 
you say in the blink of an eye.

Jordan’s going to share some of 
the marketing and business techniques 
that millennials seem to have encoded 
in their DNA. He’ll show you how to 
reach them, what they’re looking for in 
a shop, and how to address their smart-
phone mentality. And he’ll help you 
learn to reach out and serve this grow-
ing segment of the consumer market.

This year we’ll also get a reprise 
of Larry Winget’s standup presenta-
tion. Larry offers his no-holds-barred 
approach to business and success, and 
his observations on life are humorous 
and insightful.

The fact is, the business is chang-
ing every day (seriously, there has to 
be a way I can get paid every time I 
say that!) And the one absolute trick to 
remaining profitable in this changing 
environment is to be prepared for the 
new market that’s heading your way.

This year’s management program 
has a new face — in fact, several new 
faces! — and a more powerful message 
than ever before. It’s about taking your 
shop to the top… and keeping it there. 
Hard to argue with that goal!

If you’re serious about your busi-
ness, you have to make the time to come 
to this year’s Expo. No more excuses: 
This is your year to turn the corner to a 
new level of profitability and success. 
And it begins in Washington, D.C. Visit 
ATRA’s new Expo web site — www.
PowertrainExpo.com — to make your 
arrangements to attend.

Sign up today, and we’ll look for 
you in our nation’s capital! 

ATRA's Powertrain 2013 EXPO
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel

WASHINGTON, DC
powertrainexpo.com
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Trade Show Days

Friday
September 20

2pm-7pm

Technical
Thursday, September 19 - Sunday, September 22

ATRA has always been about providing the very best in technical in-
formation and training. And, as this year’s technical seminars are sure 

to prove, that isn’t about to change anytime soon.
With nearly 30 hours of all-new technical training and hot-off-the-
presses subject matter, this is the largest, most diverse seminar 

program ever created to support the transmission repair industry. 
Nowhere else in the work will you find as much valuable technical 
material under one roof, and all orchestrated to provide you with 

an experience that you’ll never forget. If you’re someone who takes 
pride in calling yourself a “professional technician,” then this is the 

one program that you have to attend.

Check out ATRA’s full lineup of Technical Seminar Speakers:

John Parmenter
Mark Puccinelli
Jack Rosebro
Mike Souza

Niel Speetjens
Maura Stafford
Coen van Beek

Sean Boyle
Bill Brayton

John Eleftherakis
Steve Garrett
Scott Halley

Dr. Bill Henney
Dan Marinucci
Alan McAvoy

ATRA    DC
POWERTRAIN

SEPTEMBER 19-22

Take 
Your 

Shop

to th
e Top

!

powertrainexpo.com

Register Now!
Call: (800) 428-8489

Online: www.powertrainexpo.com
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Trade Show Days

Saturday
September 21

12pm-5pm

ATRA    DC
POWERTRAIN

SEPTEMBER 19-22
Hosted by
2013

Take 
Your 

Shop

to th
e Top

!

Management
Thursday, September 19 - Sunday, September 22

This year ATRA pulled out all the stops, for a management program 
that’ll change the way you do business. We’re meeting some new 

faces, like management speaker Jim Cathcart, whose techniques for 
relationship selling offer a fresh perspective on successful interactions 

with potential customers. Don Hutson is another new face to 
the automotive industry. He’s a recognized expert on business 

negotiations, entrepreneurship, and selling value: All critical skills for 
today’s transmission shop owner or manager.

If you’ve never been to Expo, this is the year you need 
to make plans to attend. 

Bill Haas
Scott Johnson
Maylan Newton
Jordan Olivas
Dave Riccio

Danny Sanchez
and more!

Don Hutson

Jim Cathcart
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2013 ATRA Powertrain Expo
THURSDAY
September 19

7:00am-5:00pm Attendee Registration

Technical Seminars
9:30am-11:00am

11:00am-12:30pm
1:30pm-3:00pm
1:30pm-3:00pm
3:00pm-4:30pm
4:30pm-6:00pm

Hot Tech Calls from the Hot Line - Mark Puccinelli (ATRA)
ATF: What’s Beneath the Cap? - Scott Halley (The Lubrizol Corporation)
Essential Oscilloscope Know-How - Dan Marinucci (Communique)
All Filters Are Not Created Equal - John Eleftherakis (Filtran)
Highlights from the ATRA Tech Department - Bill Brayton (ATRA)
The Ins & Outs of Kia’s Very Own 6 Speed Front Wheel Drive - Mike Souza (ATRA)

Management Seminars
3:00pm-4:30pm
4:45pm-6:00pm

Confident Selling - Maylan Newton (ESi Seminars)
Branding Brings in the Bucks!™ - Danny Sanchez (Autoshop Solutions)

FRIDAY
September 20

7:00am-5:00pm Attendee Registration

Technical Seminars
7:30am-9:00am
9:00am-10:30am

10:30am-12:00pm

2014 Chrysler 948TE 9 Speed FWD & AWD Automatic Transaxle - Alan McAvoy (Chrysler Group LLC)
Hydraulically Speaking - Maura Stafford (Sonnax Industries)
Tips & Tricks from the Builders Bench - John Parmenter (Precision International)

Management Seminars
8:00am-9:00am

9:00am-12:00pm
Providing Your Customers with REAL Value! - Dave Riccio (Tri-City Transmissions)
Sell Value-Not Price! - Don Hutson

12:00pm-2:00pm ATRA Luncheon featuring Larry Winget     Sponsored by

2:00pm-7:00pm Trade Show

Technical Seminars
4:00pm-5:30pm Hands-On Hybrid Transaxle Diagnosis - Jack Rosebro (Perfect Sky)

7:00pm-9:00pm Cocktail Reception        Hosted by

SATURDAY
September 21

8:00am-4:00pm Attendee Registration

7:00am-8:00am ATRA Member Meeting

Technical Seminars
7:30am-9:00am
9:00am-10:30am

10:30am-12:00pm

Inside & Out of the Honda 6 Speed - Sean Boyle (Southern Illinois University)
6T70-6T75 Updates and Product Issues - Steve Garrett (ATRA)
The ZF 8HP & Torque Flight 8 Speed “Under the Microscope” - Niel Speetjens (Speetjens Transmission Service)

Management Seminars
8:00am-11:00am Relationship Selling™ - Jim Cathcart (Cathcart Institute)

12:00pm-5:00pm Trade Show

Technical Seminars
2:00pm-3:30pm Learn More About the CVT - Coen van Beek (CVT Pushbelt BV)

4:00pm-5:00pm Longtimer’s Meeting

7:30pm-11pm “Discover DC” Moonlight Group Tour

SUNDAY
September 22

Technical Seminars
8:00am-9:30am
9:30am-11:00am

Fundamentals of Series-Parallel Hybrid Transaxles - Jack Rosebro (Perfect Sky)
Mechatronic Communications - Dr. William (Bill) Henney Ph.D., F.I.M.I., (BlueReach Automation & Control LTD)

Management Seminars
9:00am-10:30am

10:45am-12:00pm
Marketing Automotive Service to Generations X and Y - Bill Haas (Haas Performance Consulting LLC)
A Millenial’s Approach to Marketing - Jordan Olivas (Budget Transmission Masters)
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REGISTRATION OPTIONS
COMPLETE 

CONFERENCE
Thursday - Sunday 

(Sept. 19 -  Sept. 22)

TECHNICAL
CONFERENCE 
Thursday - Sunday 

(Sept. 19 -  Sept. 22)

TRADE SHOW 
PASS

Friday - Saturday 
(Sept. 20 - Sept. 21)

MANAGEMENT 
CONFERENCE
Thursday - Sunday 

(Sept. 19 -  Sept. 22)

Access to Technical Seminars • •
Access to Management 

Seminars • •
Expo Tech Manual • •

Expo Tech Program CD • •
Expo Management worksheets 

with leather binder • •
Expo Management 

Program CD • •
Coffee Breaks • • •

Friday Luncheon • • •
Friday Cocktail Reception • • •

Friday & Saturday Trade Show • • • •
Audio recordings of both the 

Technical & Management semi-
nars

•

As low as
$10

As low as
$345

As low as
$345

As low as
$395

TIP
As a Complete Conference 

attendee you’ll receive 
access to the audio tracks 
of both the Technical and 
Management seminars!
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Helpful Travel Tips
Conference Hotel

Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel
2660 Woodley Road NW, Washington, DC 20008

Toll Free: (800) 228-9290
Room Rate: $189

Cut-off Date: August 27

Airports & Transportation
The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel is approximately seven 
miles from Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport 
(DCA), 24 miles from Washington Dulles International Airport 
(IAD), and 34 miles from Baltimore/Washington International 
Thurgood Marshall Airport (BWI).

By Metro
Woodley Park-Zoo/Adams Morgan Metro (Red Line):
The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel is located within walking 
distance of the Woodley Park-Zoo/Adams Morgan Metro 
Station. When getting off the Metro car, take the escalator 
and exit the station. At street level, turn to your right and 
cross 24th Street. Proceed up the hill to the hotel’s 24th 
Street entrance.

To get to the Woodley Park-Zoo/Adams Morgan Metro 
Station from Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, 
board the Metro at the station connected to the concourse 
level of terminals B & C. From there you’ll take the Yellow 
Line north to the Gallery Place-Chinatown Metro Station and 
transfer onto the Red Line heading towards Shady Grove. 
The Woodley Park-Zoo/Adams Morgan Metro Station is the 
fourth stop from the Gallery Place-Chinatown Metro Station.

By SuperShuttle
The hotel does not offer free shuttle service. ATRA has negotiated the following discounts through SuperShuttle:

Airport Shared Ride Van Exclusive Van ExecuCar

DCA
$14 for 1st guest
$10 each add’l

$125 one way
up to 10 passengers

10% off of total fare

IAD
$29 for 1st guest
$10 for each add’l

$125 one way
up to 10 passengers

10% off of total fare

BWI
$2.00 off one way
$5.00 off roundtrip

$5.00 off one way
$12.00 off roundtrip

10% off of total fare

To receive the group discount call (800) 258-3826 
and mention the code 6PQ7L. You do not have to 

have an advance reservation to ride SuperShuttle, but 
without a reservation you will pay the full fare at the ticket 
counter. Upon arrival at the airport, retrieve your luggage 
and follow the signs to the SuperShuttle ticket counter 

and check-in by name or confirmation #.

In The Neighborhood
The Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel is situated in the middle of 
some of the best neighborhoods for shopping and dining in DC. The hotel 
itself has a steakhouse, a coffee house, a market, a cafe and a pub. Step 
outside the lobby doors and anything you could possibly need is within a 

block or two!
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WWW.MEMBERS.ATRA.COM

When you’re battling with transmission issues, call for back up.  

Just call 1-866-GO-4-ATRA 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST, and one  

of our 11 expert technicians will help you solve any problem. 

Let ATRA’s gang of repair specialists be your first line of defense.
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Saturday, September 7th — cir-
cle that date on your calendar; 
that’s the day of ATRA’s 3rd 

Annual Classics on the Coast custom 
car and hotrod show. And this year’s 
show is quite literally going to stop 
traffic!

That’s because this year they’re 
closing off downtown Main Street in 
Ventura, CA for six blocks for the event. 
What’s more, the mayor of Ventura — 
the Honorable Mike Tracy — will be 
one of this year’s judges, and he’ll 
be awarding his very own “Mayor’s 
Choice” award at 2:30 PM. No doubt 
about it, this show’s going to be bigger 
and badder than ever before.

Founded by ATRA Southern 
California Chapter President 
Donny Caccamise, owner of DMC 
Transmissions Automotive Supercenter, 
the show was originally conceived to 
promote the ATRA name and brand. 
But since then the show has taken 

on a life of its own. 
This year they’re 
expecting over 
40,000 spectators to 
attend… that’s huge!

And Donny will 
be hosting his radio 
show, Horsepower 
for an Hour, live 
on News/Talk radio 
1590 KVTA, from 
the intersection at 
Main and California 
Streets.

All profits will be donated to the 
Ventura Educational Partnership — a 
non-profit, all-volunteer association 
dedicated to providing the tools nec-
essary for the Ventura Unified School 
District to maintain its standards of 
excellence.

Of course, the success of any com-
munity event hinges on the support of 
its sponsors. And Classics on the Coast 

is looking to add to its growing list of 
sponsors. Sponsors are welcome to set 
up booths on the show grounds, and 
every 42 minutes Donny will be men-
tioning the sponsors by name, live on 
his show.

Last year’s sponsor list reads like a 
Who’s Who of automotive professionals 
for Southern California:

Get Ready for Classics 
on the Coast: 3rd 
Annual Custom Car 
and Hotrod Show! by Steve Bodofsky

members.atra.com

Hosted by ATRA, Sept 7th, 9am-3pm
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•	 All About Transmissions
•	 Associated Tire
•	 Austins Painting
•	 Coast Driveline
•	 Concours Motors
•	 Dave Wilkes Transmissions
•	 DCH Audi
•	 DCH Honda
•	 DMC Transmissions
•	 El Puente Auto Care
•	 G&S Transmissions
•	 Horsepower for an Hour
•	 Kirby Auto Group
•	 Leon’s Transmision Service
•	 Little Peoples Customs
•	 Mekaniks Plus Car Care

•	 Mercedes of Oxnard
•	 Pacific Carburetor
•	 Paradise Chevrolet
•	 Throttle Thrashers Custom Rod 

Shop
•	 Tom Spence and the KVTA 

“Morning Show”
•	 West Coast Gear Heads

To learn more, or to become a show 
sponsor, contact Show Coordinator 
Tami Tackett at ttackett@atra.com. Or 
you can write to them at:

Classics on the Coast
5235 Mission Oak Blvd. #318
Camarillo, CA 93012
So mark your calendar, Sept 7th, 

9am-3pm and make your plans to be 
a part of Classics on the Coast. This is 
one car show you don’t want to miss!

Donny and Tom, your hosts!

Ford Racing Legend John Force during a recent Horsepower for an Hour broadcast.
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POWERTRAIN INDUSTRY NEWS
GEARS does not endorse new products but makes this new information available 
to readers. If you have a new product, please email the press release information 
with applicable digital photo or drawing to fpasley@atra.com or send by mail to 
GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030.

Altronics SHIFT 
System Electronic 
Paddle Shifters Shifts 
Automatics Manually 

The Altronics SHIFT shifting 
system allows the driver to shift an 
automatic transmission manually with 
pushbuttons, and can be easily custom 
programmed for reliable automatic 
operation with shift points based on 
time or RPM.

SHIFT provides an accurate, fast, 
simple, and safe means to control a high 
performance automatic transmission. 
The system enables the driver to 
maximize transmission performance on 
the race track and on the street.

SHIFT is operated with a simple, 
three electronic shift button control 
unit that mounts to a standard steering 
wheel, or on the dash or floor. An 
easy-to-view backlit display shows gear 
selection.

Wireless Altronics SHIFT 
electronic paddle shifters for automatic 
transmissions, which allow the driver 
to shift sequentially while keeping their 
hands on the steering wheel, are also 
available.

Mechanical shift functions are 
performed by a high speed motor 
controlled actuator that replaces the 
shift linkage, CO2 air bottle or electric 
solenoid, and mechanical shift cable. 
The actuator uses one easily routed 
cable connection.

SHIFT electric shifter for automatic 
transmissions incorporates multiple 
integrated safety lockouts to inhibit 
accidental shifting into reverse or park. 

No external RPM shift control box 
is needed. Meets and exceeds NHRA 
requirements for race use.

SHIFT kits are available to 
electronically shift TH350, TH400, 
Powerglide, 4L60E, 4L80E, 700R4, 
C4, C6, 4AOD, Torqueflite 727, and 
other popular Chrysler, Ford, and GM 
automatic transmissions.

For more information call 
Altronics, Inc. at 888-464-2587, or visit 
www.altronicsinc.com/electronic-push-
button-paddle-shifter-1.html.

Allison Transmission 
Releases New  
iPhone/iPad App 

Allison Transmission Holdings 
Inc. announced that it has released 
an App for use with Apple® iPhones 
and iPads. The free App will provide 
commercial vehicle dealers and 
end users streamlined access to key 
Allison product data. With the App, 
users can quickly identify appropriate 
product ratings based on their vehicle 
application. 

“Feedback from our customers was 
telling us that they wanted a faster and 
more mobile solution to access our 
product specifics,” said Jim Wanaselja, 
vice president of Allison Transmission 
North American marketing, sales and 
service. “This new tool gives vehicle 
dealers the ability to access and discuss 
Allison product data with a fleet 
customer while out on the dealership 
lot, for example.” 

In addition to key transmission 
rating information, the tool will also 
provide quick access to electronic 
control features, Allison sales and 

service locations, and a comprehensive 
bank of Allison product literature and 
videos. 

The App is currently available for 
download through the Apple store.

Alto Presents 2013 
Automec Brazil Seminar

Alto is pleased to announce 
the success of their recent Automec 
seminar in Brazil. Approximately 200 
people attended the recent seminar — 
the first ever dedicated to automatic 
transmissions at the Automec Exhibition 
in Brazil.

“The seminar was a great success,” 
stated Ronnie Sang, vice president of 
international sales. “The response from 
the attendees was extremely positive 
and we hope to make this an annual 
event.”

Noe Gomez, general manager of 
Alto’s Mexican operations, was the 
keynote speaker. “It was our first 
seminar in the region and I was very 
pleased with the results,” said Gomez. 
“Our Seminar was designed to assist 
rebuilders with technical support and 
troubleshooting on several of the most 
popular transmissions in the country.” 

Alto Products is the oldest and 
largest independently owned and 
operated clutch manufacturer in the 
world. Alto has manufactured over two 
billion clutches over the last 60 years, 
for automotive, high performance, 
heavy duty, marine, and motorcycle 
applications. Corporate headquarters 
are located in Alabama and the company 
operates three US manufacturing plants, 
four North American distribution 
facilities, and international offices in 
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Mexico, The Netherlands, UAE, India, 
Australia, and China. 

For more information, please visit 
www.altoUSA.com. 

G-Cor Now Offers Used 
Pressure Plates and 
Some Steels

G-Cor Automotive is pleased 
to announce that it now offers used 
pressure plates and some steels for both 
domestic and import transmissions, 
made possible due the massive 
organized stripping operation in 
Columbus, OH.

Once the pressure plates are 
removed from the transmissions, they’re 
sorted by thickness and inventoried for 
easy picking.

G-Cor has also developed a 
sophisticated system to simplify parts 
sorting, from brackets to pan bolts, to 
enhance its already established hard 
parts division.

Their educated staff is ready to 
respond to your needs; just ask! Contact 
G-Cor at 614-444-5160, or visit them 
on line at www.g-corautomotive.com.

Sonnax Adds ZF6HP/ 
Ford 6R60/80  
Bushing Kits

Sonnax now offers bushing kits 
95030-01K and 95030-02K with dual- 
or single-stator support bushings for a 
variety of ZF6HP and Ford 6R60/80 
units.

The Sonnax bushing kit line 
features precision-designed bushings 
to restore the correct fit for maximum 
durability. To combat future wear, 
the rear stator support bushing and 
the direct clutch hub front and rear 
bushings have extremely wear-resistant 
PTFE linings.

Front and rear stator support 
bushings also are available separately.

For more information and 
application details, visit www.sonnax.
com.

Motorcraft® Installer/
Fleet Rebate Program 
Gets Online Upgrade

Motorcraft will be offering 
customers in the Installer/Fleet 
Rebate Program new online upload 
functionality as part of an effort to 
make the process more efficient and 
user friendly, allowing customers to fill 
out and submit a claim form along with 
their supporting documentation via an 
online portal. The upgrades may reduce 
the time it takes for users to receive 
rebates.

The new functionality will be 
available for Motorcraft's recently 
announced second period rebate 
program which will run from May 1 
to August 1, 2013 and include savings 
of up to $870 with rebates on 20 
Motorcraft products, new rebate offers 
on Motorcraft automatic transmission 
fluid and gasoline oil filters, and 
powertrain assembly rebates.

“We want to make the rebate 
process as easy as possible for our 
installers, body shops and fleets,” 
said Lori Dunn, national Motorcraft 
marketing manager. “The new online 
functionality will streamline the process 
and give customers more ways to take 
advantage of Motorcraft incentives.”

Customers may submit claims 
three ways: mail rebate offers and 
supporting documentation; submit a 
rebate online and mail or fax supporting 
documentation; or submit claims and 
supporting documentation together 
online at ford.partsrebates.com.

Customers can also submit 
multiple rebate claims from a single 
invoice, eliminating the need to submit 
claims individually to qualify for 
reimbursement. Other changes include 
the elimination of the “one per policy,” 
allowing customers who purchase more 
than one of a product qualifying for a 
rebate to receive multiple rebates on the 
same invoice.

For more information, visit www.
motorcraft.com.

PDQ Transmission Parts 
Gives Away a TV at the 
ATRA Seminar

Jim Lydon of Transco Transmission 
in Santa Rosa, CA was the proud winner 
of the 50-inch flat panel TV at ATRA’s 
Northern California seminar this past 

April. 
“The Automatic Transmission 

Rebuilders Association plays such a 
critical and leading role in the technical 
training that our customer base needs 
to survive the challenges of the future,” 
says John Hicks, president of PDQ. 
“As we grow, our sales throughout 
the Northern California region from 
our Sacramento location and San Jose 
branch, we will continue to support and 
encourage our customer base to take 
advantage of all that ATRA provides.”

For more information about PDQ 
Transmission Parts, visit them on line 
at www.PDQparts.com.

Peterson Wash and  
Blast Offers Full Line  
of Parts Washers

Whether you’re looking for 
a small, rotary table parts washer, a 
larger, agitating hot tank washer, a 
heavy duty, drive table washer, or just 
about anything in between, you need to 
check out Peterson Wash and Blast.

Peterson offers washers to 
fit virtually any sized shop, from 
the smallest, single lift, to a giant, 
production center. And they offer them 
at prices to fit every budget.

To find out what type of parts 
washer would be right for your shop, 
or to take a closer look at their line, 
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call Peterson, toll free, at 1-800-255-
6308. Or visit them on line at www.
PetersonBlastandWash.com.

Rockford Driveline 
Cuts Jeep JK Driveshaft 
Repair Costs

Until now, those needing to replace 
a worn out or clicking high speed 
CV-joint on the driveshaft of a 2007-13 
Jeep JK were required to purchase an 
expensive driveshaft assembly, as high 
speed driveshaft service components 
aren’t available from the OEM.

Rockford Driveline now offers a 
money-saving alternative with their 
2007-2013 Jeep JK Wrangler High 
Speed CV-Joint. The Jeep driveshaft 
CV-joint replacement cuts repair costs 
by allowing the user simply to change 
out the defective CV joint and retain the 
OEM driveshaft.

The Rockford Driveline High 
Speed CV-Joint fits both front and rear 
driveshafts and comes fully loaded. 
The joint assembly is produced to meet 
the design requirements of the original 
equipment manufacturer, and includes 
Rockford’s super-strength housing 
with precision-engineered internal 
components, as well as the new CV 
boot, end cap, grease, and hardware 
needed to do the job right.

For more information call 815-962-
1411, or visit www.rockforddriveline.
com.
 
How’s Your Car Running? 
Check Your Smartphone! 

Actron will release the Actron 
U-Scan in early June, providing 
vehicle diagnostics directly to a vehicle 
owner’s smartphone. Plugging directly 
into a vehicle's OBD-II port, users 
can communicate with their vehicle 
via a free app on their iOS or Android 
device. Using Bluetooth wireless 
connectivity, U-Scan assists vehicle 
owners in diagnosing and resolving 
automotive issues.

Compatible with all 1996-and-
newer cars and light trucks, the U-Scan 
base model features:
•	 	 Emissions	 info,	 vital	 to	 users	 in	

states requiring annual emissions 
tests

•	 	 QuickCheck™,	 summarizing	
vehicle emissions codes and 
definitions; erases codes and 
turns off check engine light

•	 	 AutoID™,	 to	 automatically	
identify most model year 
2000-and-newer vehicles

•	 	 TrueLink™,	guaranteed	to	link	to	
all 1996-and-newer vehicles

•	 	 Vehicle	 Activity	 Log,	 providing	
a history of vehicle tests and 
procedures

•	 	 MyGarage	 vehicle	 manager	 for	
quick and easy access to vehicle 
data

Available U-Scan upgrades include:
•	 	 CodeConnect®,	 offering	 more	

than 4.3 million Top Reported 
Fixes,	 prioritized	 by	 most	 likely	
fix, and verified by our ASE-
certified technicians

•	 	 ABS	 code	 definitions	 related	 to	
warning lights for most 1996-and-
newer	 GM,	 Ford,	 Chrysler,	
Honda, Hyundai, Nissan and 
Toyota vehicles

•	 	 Manufacturer-specific	 code	
definitions and live data, allowing 
users to view and graph engine 
RPM, coolant temperature and 
more for a faster diagnosis and fix

Actron products are available at 
most major automotive retailers.

Look	for	a	video	demonstration	at	
the company’s YouTube page, www.
YouTube.com/ActronTools. For more 
information visit www.Actron.com or 
call 800-228-7667.

New Telescoping 
Magnetic  Flashlight 
and Pickup Tool by 
Impeltronics

Impeltronics	just	released	its	LED	
telescoping magnetic flashlight pickup 
tool that provides these features and 

capabilities:
•	 	 3	 bright	 LEDs	 for	 increased	

visibility
•	 	 Extendable	from	a	compact	6.75”	

to	over	21”	for	better	reach	
•	 	 Flexible	 LED	 head	 for	 360°	

directional rotation
•	 	 Magnetic	 head	 for	 retrieving	

metal objects
•	 	 Magnetic	tail	for	retrieving	up	to	

8 lb metal objects
•	 	 Pocket	or	belt	 clip	 for	quick	and	

handy action
•	 	 Requires	(4)	LR44	batteries
This	LED	magnetic	flashlight	tool	

allows the user to find and retrieve 
objects in hard-to-reach areas. The 
magnets in both the head and tail permit 
the recovery of ferrous objects.

This product is constructed 
of rugged aluminum and includes a 
stainless	 steel	 clip.	 The	 LED	 head,	
also made of aluminum, contains three 
bright	 LEDs.	 The	 flashlight	 head	 is	
attached	 to	about	3”	of	 sturdy	 flexible	
metal for multi-directional applications.

Visit www.impeltronics.com/
products/extendable-telescoping-
magnetic-flashlight/ for more 
information.

Precision Introduces 
Kits for the 6L90E

Precision International now has 
available Overhaul, Banner, and Master 
kits	for	the	6L90E:

These new kits apply to these vehi-
cles: 2007-11 Chevy Silverado HD, 
Suburban,	GMC	Sierra	HD,	Yukon	XL	
(6.0L),	Corvette	Z06,	ZR1	(7.0L)

For more, visit Precision at www.
transmissionkits.com.

EXEDY Introduces 
NewHi-Performance Kits 
for Mustang 6R80

EXEDY	 now	 has	 Sports	 Friction	
Series kits available for the Mustang 
6R80:

Stage 1 Hi-Performance kit 
(EFK291HP1)	 is	an	awesome	upgrade	
to weekend warrior/street performance 
cars and trucks. Built to OEM thick-
nesses, this kit is proven reliable in cars 
with 600+ RWHP.

Stage 2 Hi-Performance kit 
(EFK291HP2STL)	 is	 a	 proven	winner	
and record setter in the drag racing com-
munity.		EXEDY’s	Stage	2	kit	increases	
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capacity more than 40% over stock. 
Many of the fastest 2011-up Mustangs 
have our friction kits installed to har-
ness the power. Developed, tested, and 
proven in the USA, cars with 1000+ 
RWHP continue to run race after race 
with no clutch burnup.

See www.exedyusa.com for more 
details and racing videos.

Precision International 
Announces Changes to 
Its Sales Department

Precision International is proud 
to announce several promotions from 
within its ranks. Michael Glassberg, 
VP at Precision International, made this 
announcement: 

“I would like to congratulate Scott 
Schneider for his promotion to sales 
manager, effective May 1, 2013. No 
doubt Scott will employ his knowledge 
and personality as effectively in his 
new role as he has for the last 16 years 
as a valued member of the sales team.

“Meanwhile, John Sollazzo, who 
has been indispensable to us for the 
past 35 years, has agreed to take over 
my position as vice president of sales 
and marketing. John will be responsible 
for all aspects of our sales team and 
marketing philosophy.

“I will now act as corporate VP; 
I am looking forward to my new posi-

tion, where my two primary functions 
will be to develop new territories and 
counsel on executive matters.”

Please join the rest of the industry 
in congratulating these men as they 
take over the reigns of their new posi-
tions.

For more, visit Precision on line at 
www.transmissionkits.com. 

Precision Offers  
New Kits for A6LF1/2/3 
for Hyundai and Kia

Precision has just introduced new 
kits for the A6LF1/2/3 transaxles. 
These kits include:
•	 All valve body screens and check-

balls
•	 Complete set of selective nylon 

thrust washers
•	 Valve body gasket where OE is a 

bonded plate
•	 Farpak pan gasket where OE is 

silicone
Kits are sub-packaged to make it 

easier to find individual components. 
Available with or without molded pis-
tons. 

Applications and engine sizes are 
accurate based on the most current 
information available. The best way 
to verify the unit you’re working on 
is to check the identification informa-
tion stamped on the case or converter 
housing.

Scott Schneider

John Sollazzo

Kit Applications

Overhaul
K77900EEX+

K77900EE*

Banner
K77900EEXW/O+

K77900EEW/O*

Master
K77900EEXW/O+

K77900EE*

Piston Kit K77900EE-99

Ring Kit K77900EE

Friction 
Module K77900EE-1F

Steel Module K77900EE-1S

* with piston

+ without piston

Model Year Engine Trans Type

H y u n d a i

azera 2011-12 3.3, 3.8 a6LF1/2

Grandeur 2009-12 3.0, 3.3, 3.5, 3.8 a6LF1/2/3

ix35 2011-12 2.0, 2.4 a6LF1/2

Santa Fe 2009-12 2.0, 3.3, 3.5 a6LF2/3

Sonata 2009-12 2.0, 3.5 a6LF2 

Tucson iX 2009-12 2.0 a6LF1/2

Veracruz 2011-12 3.0 a6LF3

K i a

Grand Carnival 2009-12 2.2, 3.5 a6LF2/3

Lotze 2010 3.5 a6LF2

Opirus 2009-11 3.3, 3.8 a6LF1/2

Sorento 2009-12 2.0, 2.2, 3.3, 3.5 a6LF1/2/3

Sportage 2010-12 2.0 a6LF1/2
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**COMPUTERS**
Transmission Control Module

E C M &  T C M
Mitsubishi-Honda-Hyundai-GEO
Kia-Mazda-Nissan-Suzuki-Toyota

BOSCH ECM
GM - Ford - Chrysler - Dodge

Next Day Air Shipping Available
One Year Warranty

Best Customer Service!
Ford *GM * Chrysler off vehicle 
ECM reprogramming available

8 8 8 - 2 1 7 - 4 0 7 2
Autocomp Technologies, Inc.
8515 N. Freeway, Houston, Texas www.g-tec.comwww.g-tec.com

Heated Cooler 
Line Flusher

Transmission 
Dyno/CV 
Tester

800-725-6499
417-725-6400

Hard Parts * 1946-2010 * Soft Parts

800-835-1007
Quality Parts * 

Fair Prices

~Se Habla Espanol

Excellent Service

Visit our web site www. areds.com

Automatic *  Standard
Transfer Case Parts

 

 

Ansermatic Tested Dyno Tested 

Remanufactured 
Transmissions                     
with Converter                      

IN STOCK 
1-800-369-6601 

silverstartransmission.com 

It’s a good one! 

Mercedes 

Sprinter
s 

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325

ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES

•MEchaTRONIcS - Programmed•

1-800-388-4418
Division of Wentworth Engineering

Authorized        Parts Distributor

•Reman Trans 6HP - 5HP - 4HP 
•BMW - Audi - Jaguar - Range Rover
•Valve Bodies & Torque Converters

1-800-388-4418
Fax: (860) 395-0047

www.zftranspart.com 
146B Elm St., Old Saybrook, CT 06475

• Hard Parts: NEW / USED / REMANUFACTURED

       Soft Parts / Friction Kits / Steel Kits / Repair Manuals

• Lifetime Fluids / Rebuild Kits / Valvebody Kits
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BMW    Mercedes-Benz    Audi

Remanufactured to
Perfection

Hundreds of Transmissions in-stock.

Immediate installation available.

2 year unlimited warranty.

Dyno-tested.

Remanufactured torque converter included.

Toll free 800 - 372 - TRANS

1331 Rollins Road • Burlingame, CA 94010
tel 650 - 348 - 3990    fax 650 - 348 - 3019

G-CorAutomotive.com
1.877.888.5160

Hard parts…need one? 
Need 100? Can’t 
find what you’re 
looking for?

Just  
Ask!

gcor-td-225x3-blue.indd   1 2/28/12   9:32 PM

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.

888-833-9000 
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com

$4,995.00 
In Stock 
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WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Standard Transmissions
Transfer Cases

New & Used Parts
Rebuilt Units

*ONE CALL DOES IT ALL*

CALL
BRIAN OR ALBERT

866-571-GEAR
        4 3 2 7

Northland Transmission Inc. 
 

Phone: 715-458-2617     Fax: 715-458-2611 
 

www.servobore.com 

Fix it in less 
than fifteen  
minutes with 
one of our 
easy to use 
kits.

No machine
shop required. 

 

HARD PARTS FOR 
Domestic and Foreign 

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 
Late and Early models   

 
WE HAVE OVER 500,000 PARTS IN STOCK  

CALL 602-971-0477 
getithardparts.com 

 
WE SHIP UPS DAILY 

NEED QUALITY
CONVERTERS?

Overhaul System! 

Call for a free catalog
877-298-5003

www.atiracing.com
6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207

®

  
   

  

 

 
 

www.kbcores.com

* Complete Remanufactured*
*Individually Tested*
*SONNAX Updates*

* 1 YR Warranty*
*Tech Support*

*Family Owned & Operated*
*N*Nationwide Shipping*

NOW OFFERING
*SONNAX Updated Pumps*

(877) 337 - 4681
www.reamman.com

Domestic and Foreign Repair Manuals
Available at Everyday LOW Prices 

Call Today 800-428-8489!!!

2011 TECHNICAL

Your Business Partner for a Changing Industry!

Success Through Training!

atra bookstore.indd   2 8/24/12   1:18 AM
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1285 Embarcadero
Oakland, CA

600 Bruckner Road
Spartanburg, SC

Quality 
Remanufactured 
Torque Converters

Expect the Best!

800.727.4461

Distributorships Available

Visit our website:
www.cvcconverters.com

  
        

      
Leading The Industry Since 1978 

www.Trans-Tool.com  

• Transfer Case Assemblies
with Encoder Motors

• Reman Transmissions
• New & Reman Engines
• 3 yr./100,000 Mile Parts &

Labor Warranty
• Nationwide Delivery
• Truckload Pricing

GREEN BAY, WI

800-242-2844

Only at

Remanufactured
Sprinter 

722.6 Transmissions

Updated with latest Sonnax
performance parts

3-year/100,000-mile warranty

866-464-1871
www.sprintertransmission.net
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HELP WANTED: Looking for an expe-
rienced Automatic Transmission Re-
builder. Must be capable of rebuilding 
all makes and models. Must speak Eng-
lish, have own hand tools and must be 
a team player, willing to work with co-
workers to make any necessary improve-
ments. Monday through Friday 8:00am 
to 5:00pm. Competitive pay and benefits. 
Contact e-address: trans1958@aol.com.
 ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Join A Winning Team – 
R & R Technician needed for busy trans-
mission shop. Regina, Saskatchewan 
– Canada. Applicant must have at least 
one year experience. Full time position. 
Please phone Howard or Brian: (306) 
545-7500 or (306) 539-2384. ATRA Mbr

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Canada - Very 
successful Automatic Transmission shop 
for sale. Located on the Lake Huron, in 
southwestern Ontario, Canada. Popula-
tion over 80,000 with only two transmis-
sion shops. Established in 1973, grosses 
$400,000 annually. Building with 2400 
sq. ft., 4 bays, 3rifts. Shop with excellent 
long standing reputation and established 
clients. Owner desires to retire. Call for 
more information (519) 381-0607, email: 
djelavic@live.ca.

BUSINESS FOR SALE: California – You 
need to take a look at this one! 40 years 
of excellent business transmission & gen-
eral automotive service. Same great lo-
cation, central California, this is not your 
ordinary shop. Large building with latest 
equipment, owner ready to retire. Contact 
(209) 602-7250. ATRA Mbr

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Cape Cod, Mas-
sachusetts - Great location, 40 year busi-
ness for sale, will lease property and all 
equipment or sell same 4800 sq ft build-
ing, 4 bays office and stock room, 4 lifts 
flywheel machine, etc. Wanting to retire 
asking 100,000 for business. Contact 
owner Jack at (508) 922-1731. 

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Mister Trans-
mission business located in Regina, 

Saskatchewan, Canada. Perennial Top 
10 franchise sales achiever for over 25 
years. Very profitable. Owner retiring. 
Long term assistant manager in place. Fi-
nancial information available upon sign-
ing of confidentiality agreement. Contact 
Jeff Sackville or Art Ingleby at (306) 359-
9799, email: jsackville@ay-sk.com, ain-
gleby@ay-sk.com. ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 2001 T.C.R.S. 
Auto aligner welder, electronic balancer, 
leak tester.  low volume. Call to make se-
rious offer, pictures and more info avail-
able via email: transunlimited@cros.net 
or Transmissions Unlimited: 419-734-
5345. ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: TCRS single 
guy torque converter welder - $14K. 
Works good with all adapters. For infor-
mation or photos please contact Marcin 
at (239) 707-8054. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Premium Transmission 
Shop in western Montana, is looking for 
a seasonal transmission rebuilder. Great 
opportunity for a retired transmission re-
builder or ex-shop owner. The position 
includes free room with all utilities, inter-
net and vehicle provided while on the job. 
The job package also includes a $5000 
dollar guided big game hunt, with deer 
and elk or bear and lion available. Com-
pensation is per unit built, approximately 
60 cores, and the time frame should be 
around 90 days of work. We can work 
around your schedule. We are a 45 year 
old established family business that is all 
about quality work. Candidates need to 
have the utmost confidence in their abil-
ity to produce a quality product. Resume 
and references required, Must be able to 
pass a background check. Contact Kurt 
or Brett for more info at (406) 542-0171 
or email jerrys.mt@hotmail.com.

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED
GEARS classified advertising cost $95.00 for up to 50 words for a one time insertion. ATRA members are eligible to receive up to three (3) FREE classified 
advertisements in GEARS annually (per 9 issues).  Members wishing to place ads once their three FREE ads have been placed may do so at the cost listed above. 
Ads exceeding the maximum word count will cost $1.50 for each additional word (not including phone number and address).
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Highest Quality
Remanufactured 
Valve Bodies 

Sales@ValveBodyPros.com  •  ValveBodyPros.com

408-287-4500

PRO-Proven BEST In The Industry
PRO-Proven Best Warranty

PRO-Proven Best Unparalleled 
Product Support

Valve Body Pro

Maxx Fluxx™

Bushings

Innovative 
Solenoid 
Solutions 

Minimal or No Adjustment Required

For The Ford 5R55N/W/S

For our Canadian 
Subscribers

Some of the 800- toll free numbers 
listed in the shopper ad section do 
not work In Canada. Therefore, as a 
service to you we have listed direct 
line phone numbers to our shopper 

advertisers:

www.atra.com

A&REDS Transmission Parts has multiple 
locations

Eriksson Industries (860) 388-4418

Transmission Exchange Co. (503) 284-0768

Autocomp Technologies (713) 697-5511

Precision of New Hampton Inc (641) 394-5955

Lory Transmission Parts (305) 642-4621

Miami Transmission Kits (305) 885-7355

ART Auto Sport Unlimited 
Remanufactured Transmissions (616) 748-5725

Weller Auto Trucks Has many different 
shop locations

Instaclean (928) 680-4445

Silver Star Transmission (405) 330-9300

Trans-Pac Motor Parts (310) 637-9156

Transfer Case Express has multiple 
locations

GEARSGEARS
ThiS Could be 

your ad!
call (805) 604-2000 

and find out how!

FOR THE TRAnSmISSIOn REbuILDIng InDuSTRy
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HELP WANTED: Purchasing Manager needed for transmission 
parts company. Applicant must have excellent people and com-
munication skills, able to do buying reports and maintain inven-
tory levels. Should have 5 years plus experience. Proficient in 
Microsoft office programs.  Must be motivated and self starter. 
Relocation may be required. Please email resumes or inquires 
to: dbland@atra.com  Subject line: BB# 0313-01.
            ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Due to increased sales, we have an opening 
for an experienced, detail oriented rebuilder. Clean, organized 
shop, top pay. Visit www.certifiedtrans.com/employad.html for 
more information. Follow the links for video tour of our shop and 
job application. (805) 852-7700.            ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Well established family owned and operated 
Transmission & Auto Repair Center since 1992 is looking for 
experienced Service Writer. Candidate should be motivated, full 
of energy, a team player. Must have experience with Microsoft 
computer. Contact Mike (661) 350-0171 – Submit resumes to 
noriega327@yahoo.com or apply in person Monday thru Friday: 
9am – 4pm or Saturday 9am – 12pm at Affordable Transmission 
& Auto Repair Center. We are located in the Palmdale/Lancaster 
area at 461 East Columbia Way (Ave. M) www.avautorepaircent-
er.com.            ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED:  Transmission Builder- established local and 
operated transmission shop in business for 20 plus years. Five 
day work week, competitive pay, benefits, vacation time. Shop 
clean and spacious with the latest equipment and tools; located 
in Rapid City, South Dakota. Email resume to loganstrans@mid-
conetwork.com.            ATRA Mbr

Don't Miss the ATRA SEMINAR Near You!

Aug 10–Albuquerque, NM Aug 10 – Los Angeles, CA Aug 17 – Cincinnati, OH

Aug 24 –  Atlanta, GA Aug 24 – Billings, MT Oct 5 – Portland, OR

Oct 12 – Chicago, IL Oct 19 – Newark, NJ

Check http://members.atra.com 
for more dates and locations 

to come!

2013 ATRA TECHNICAL SEMINARS

800.428.8489
http://members.atra.com

MEMBERS.ATRA.COM
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 www.superior-transmission.com
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 www.transgo.com
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 www.transtar1.com
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 www.transtec.com
VBx - ValveBody xpress, inc. ............................................. 21
 www.valvebodyxpress.com
whatever it Takes Transmission Parts, inc. ........................ 11
 www.wittrans.com
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CALENDAR ATRA Supplier Members
Reserve your free table top display for the 
ATRA 2013 technical seminar series today! 
Call (805) 604-2018

See ATRA Seminar Schedule 
on page 71 or at:
http://members.atra.com/?page=Technical_Seminars
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SPECIALS
A340 O/D Planet Set  V6  $ 125
 V8  $ 175
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